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Open House: 
a royal welcom ing
Josh Fridman
JOSHFRIEDMAN .MD@GMAJL.COM
Although Opeji House is coming up 
on April 14 to 16, few current Cal Poly 
students can recall the former Central 
Coast celebration it replaced.
From 1933 to 1990, the precursor 
to Open House, Poly Royal, show­
cased the success of Cal Poly in a iair- 
like gathering that attracted parents, 
employers and c*ventually, party-goers 
from across C^ifornia.
“Poly Royal was a big deal,” 
said Gary Kirkland, a 1971 Cal 
Poly graduate and longtime Cen­
tral Coast resident. “They would 
have 100,000 people on campus 
and all kinds o f activities.” '
.Student-made advanced architec­
tural designs and technological inven­
tions sat beside barbecues and straw­
berry shortcakes. Classic activities 
included booths hosted by university' 
depanments and clubs displaying the 
various student creations.
“1 toured the electronics depart­
ment, and they had a (computer) 
mouse before ‘the mouse’ became a 
household term,” Kirkland said.
Other popular attractions included 
magic shows, scuba diving tanks and a 
newspaper-printing exhibit.
“Many of the local .schools would 
cancel school because the kids would 
go (to Poly Royal) anyway,” Kirkland 
said. “Poly Royal grew and grew and 
grew until they had a carnival at night 
lor kick.”
Former mayor and current Cal 
Poly professor Allen Settle said the 
event exemplified Cal Rolys mission 
statement.
“I\>ly Ro)'al was very successful 
because it helped educate the interdis­
ciplinary value of ‘Ixam By Doing,’" 
Settle said. “People tend to be com­
partmentalized on campus, but there 
is a lot o f overlap and lots to be learned 
from different fields. I could go around 
as a profissor and learn about what is 
going on in all the other colleges.”
Though education was the focus, 
the town stood to gain more from Poly 
Royal. Local businesses also pro^>cred 
during Roly Royal weekend.
“All the hotek* rooms were full, and 
the resaurants were crowded,” Kirk­
land said.
San Luis Obispo resident Angelo 
Procopio moved into town in time to 
witness the final years o f the tradition.
“Poly Royal was a big moneymak­
er,” Procopio said.
As the event grew, it attracted mote 
than just local residents, and it affected 
all aspects o f campus life —  most no­
tably the party scene.
“A lot o f people were coming onto 
the campus and into the community 
for reasons other than Poly Royal —
they came to party,” Settle said. “It 
started developing a carnival-like atmo- | 
sphere.” j
During one Poly Royal, Setde, who 
was mayor at the time, toured the com­
munity in.an unmarked car with the 
poUce chief
On that afternoon an intoxicated 
Cal Poly student ran a stop sign, crashed 
a parent’s truck and significandy injured 
multiple people.
In 1990, the party atmosphere fi­
nally hit its peak.
A riot broke out, and the violent 
crowd raid«! Campus Bottle Shoppe at 
the corner o f California Boulevard and 
Hathway Street. Rioters smashed the 
liquor store’s windows, hurled objects 
inside and threw rocks at police, who 
Settle said were overwhelmed by the 
number of people.
A mob o f more than 1,000 peo­
ple attacked businesses, homes and 
cars from about 10:30 p.m. to 2 
a.m ., according to a 1990 Los An- ' 
geles Times article. ^
Abdul Souki, the current manager 
of Campus Btittle Shoppe, heard t l i  
story from the owner at the time.
Souki said the owner was trapped 
in the store during the melee, and only 
after the police sprayed the crowd with 
tear gas, did the fienzy subside.
A handful of dings from that night 
remain on the store walk uxlay.
Following the riot, former Cal 
Poly President Warren Baker met 
with former Mayor Ron Dunin. 
Baker canceled future Poly Royal 
events days later, marking the end 
o f the event as it was known.
Settle, who was a city council­
man at the time, said he agreed 
with Baker’s decision.
“I enjoyed Poly Royal, but I could 
tell it was going downhill because every 
year it was gening a little more out of 
control,” Settle said. “And like any good 
party, no one wants to leave. The dty 
simply couldn’t manage having the 
number of individuak at that pattern 
of behavior. No one wants to have a 
wrongful death suit on their hands.”
W hile Settle said the event could 
not be sustained, he adamantly ac­
knowledged that Poly students were 
not the problem. Rather, the party- 
goers pouring into town caused 
most o f the damage.
Souki said he agreed.
“People don’t disrespea their own 
town,” he said. “It’s the outsiders who ' 
mess it up.”
Despite the mayhem in 1990, 
there is a growing call for the return 
o f Poly Royal.
“Why not reinstate the whole 
thing?” Kirkland asked. “The definition 
of a coward k (making) decisions based
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on fear. It was tyranny of the minor­
ity and a cowardéss act to cancel Poly 
Royal —  because a firw people screw 
up, you punish everyone?”
In recent yeárs, Poly Royal has 
returned in a subdued form. For 
instance, the rodeo during Open 
House is currently referred to as 
the Poly Royal Rodeo.
Many believe, though, that reviv­
ing the enure event is still possible. .
A red red Santa Barbara sheriffs 
deputy, Dave, who declined to give his 
last name, policed a similar event an­
nually during Halloween in Isla Vista.
“We never eliminate Hallow­
een,” Dave said. “We just put more 
controls (in place). (Poly Royal) is 
manageable. It takes the univer­
sity, the city o f San Luis, the police 
and ail other organizations coming 
together and making a gameplan.” 
Nevertheless, there is little 
movement toward actually reviv­
ing Poly Royal.
Fridciy, ApriLl5. 2011
Vice President for Student Af­
fairs Cornel Morton said he is un­
aware o f  any, efforts to bring back 
the original event.
Andrenc Kaiwi-Lcnting, assistant 
director o f Student Life and Leader­
ship, attended Poly Royal as a Cal 
Poly student and currently serves as 
supervisor to the student-run Open 
House Committee.
“The old Poly Royal had the festive 
camival-feel, and now there is more of 
an academic perspective," Kaiwi-Lcnt­
ing said. “There is a community asking 
for Poly Royal to come back in its en­
tirety, but there is a community asking, 
‘Please don’t.’”
The Open House Committee advis­
er did, however, offer a few glimmers of 
hope for those wanting to sec the return 
of ft)ly Royal.
“We have an opportunity with 
the new president to explore what we 
want (Open House) to be in the fu­
ture,” Kaiwi-Lcnting said. “Could we 
ever have 100,000 people come here? 
We could, but I’d be scared. It would 
require a lot more support than a 
20-student staff o f volunteers.”
o ld  Poly R oyal had the  
cam ival-feel, and now  
there is m ore o f  an
perspective
—  Andrene Kaiwi-Lenting
Auisiani d ircaor o f Student U fé  ana Leadership
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Remember the 1960 Mustangs
Survivors tell the story o f the tragic event that killed 22  people Oct 29 ,1960
Brian De Los Santos
MUSTANGDAILYSPORTS@)G MA1L.COM
Its been 50 years since that foggy 
night in Toledo, Ohio. The night 
when the simple decision to board 
a twin-engine C -46 meant life or 
death.
Former Cal Poly fullback Carl 
Bowser hasn’t forgotten that day. As 
each anniversary passes, Bowser re­
members the people who were lost 
on Oct. 29. Around the time that 
day rolls around this year, he will 
drive to the cemeteries where his old 
teammates are buried with three red 
roses in hand.
Each rose will honor a certain 
teammate of his from the 1960 Cal 
Poly football team, a team that be­
came nationally known after the 
plane they were in crashed flying out 
of'lbledo.
Bowser was on that plane, the 
flight in which 22 ol the 48 on board 
lost their lives.
The first rose will honor Larry 
Austin, a former end who left lx*hind 
a wife and a baby. Ihc second will 
honor Joe C'opeland, a former center 
who also left behind a wife. Ihe final 
rose will be in honor of Curtis Hill, 
a former Cal Poly end who many 
thought would rrach NFL stardom.
“I was around those guys my 
whole life," Bowser said. “Larry 
Austin was my best friend, he was 
sitting right in front o f me ... What 
I couldn’t understand was why did 
I live?"
Bowser has made routine trips like 
this for years. He stops by when he 
can to visit his old buddies. Most o f 
the time, he said, there are no words. 
He’ll stand there in silence. But this
year —  the 50th anniversary —  as he Bowling Green. Cal Poly would have Bowling Green was no pushover,
lays each rose over each grave, he will to pull out one o f its best perfor- former Cal Poly running back Roger
make sure to deliver a message. mances o f the season in order to win. Kelly said.
“Hang in there boys,” he plans 
to say. “1 am going to catch up with 
you.”
Bowling beat down
Cal Poly had what you could call 
a pKJwerhousc football program in 
the late ‘50s. Under head coach Le- 
Roy Hughes, whose 12-year career 
ended in 1961, the Mustangs went 
73-37-1. From 1952-1959. Cal Poly 
combined for a 59-18 overall re­
cord, including an undefrated season 
when the team went 9-0 in 1953.
Prior to 1960, most of the team’s 
successes were due to an experienced 
senior class.
But most graduated coming into 
the 1960 season, leaving sophomores 
and juniors to try and keep the tra­
dition going. Guys like quarterback 
Led Tollner and center Gil Stork 
tried to live up to the expectations of 
the experienced team the year before, 
which went 6-3 overall. '
“They had a great senior core,”
Stork said. “But by the time wc (un­
derclassmen) arrived at the varsity 
scene, there were only eight seniors 
...  we were mostly a sophomore and 
junior football team with a pjower- 
house schedule.”
Cal Poly opened the season at 
Brigham Young University and lost 
by a score o f 34-14. The Mustangs 
came home to defeat San Diego State 
34-6 and then suffered three straight 
losses to Montana State, Fresno State 
and Long Beach State.
Their next game forced them to 
travel to Ohio for a matchup against
“We probably shouldn’t have 
see I9 6 0 , p a g e  6
I n  o V a \  \ a  r \  e  s' L a D V a n
Lafoy Austin was my best 
fe i^  he was sitting right in 
front of m e W h a t  1 o  
understand was why d id ^ ivi
— Cart Bowser
Former Cal Poly fullback
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been playing them,” Kelly said.
Kelly was right. The Mustangs 
couldn’t compete. The team fell for 
the fifth time that season, losing 50- 
6. Kelly scored the only touchdown, 
a 60-yard or so punt return, he said.
“They beat the tar out o f us,” 
Kelly said. “It was a very humiliating 
experience.”
The game stood out in Kelly’s and 
many players’ minds, but what may 
have been more memorable was the 
flight home.
The game finished mid-afternoon 
and there was some time to burn on 
campus until the flight. Stork said. 
Their flight was scheduled to depart 
at 8 p.m.
That wasn’t exactly the news the 
Mustangs wanted to hear. Quite 
frankly, the team just wanted to get 
home as soon as possible, former of­
fensive guard Roy Scialabba said. The 
team was already burdened with one 
o f the worst records in recent years, 
and another loss didn’t remedy the 
pain.
“No one was feeling well,” Scial­
abba said. “We were all trying to get 
' to the plane and get out o f there.”
When the rime came to make the 
trip to the airport, a blanket o f fog 
set in on the area. It became thicker 
and thicker as the night drew on and 
soon enough, it was almost impos­
sible to make out anything from a 
distance.
Bowser certainly couldn’t.
“When we got out o f the bus 
we were maybe 15 to 20 feet from 
the aircraft,” Bowser said. “And you 
coulcin’t even see the airplane. 1 just 
said ‘Where is it?’”
Former end Brent Jobe wanted 
nothing to do with the plane. He 
said he didn’t want to leave the air- 
p>ort that night. The conditions were 
far too bad for an aircraft to fly. He 
was ready to stay behind and leave 
home in the morning on the train. 
He didn’t like anything about the
was feeling w ell. W e were 
jg to  get to  the plane and  
get ou t o f  there.
—  Roy Scialabba
Former Cal Poly offensive guard
potential idea o f taking oft, he said.
Looking back, “we never 
should’ve been flying in that kind of 
weather in that airplane,” Jobe said.
Planes like that twin-engine C-46 
airliner had been used as military 
transports in World War II, but this 
one was being used to transport travel­
ing football teams. It arrived in Toledo 
after returning Youngstown-Southern 
Connecticut College home safely.
Under the foggy conditions, it 
took pilots approximately two hours 
to decide whether or not to face the 
fog and take oft. When they did, 
Jobe joined the team aboard the 
plane. He said he feared if he were to 
disband from the team that day, the 
team would never let him play again.
“I don’t remember exactly what 1 
said,” Jobe said. “It’s about 50 years 
ago now, but I remember I wasn’t 
happy about going.”
For others, the decision brought a 
sigh of relief Anything felt better than 
staying another minute in that place.
“We were 18, we weren’t pilots 
or anything like that," Scialabba 
said. “We were just kids trying to get 
home.”
The crash
It wasn’t until a few moments 
alter taking oft that Tollner knew 
something was wrong.
“I was sitting right on the left 
' wing and you could just tell," Tollner 
said. “*Ihe engine sputtered and then 
it just stopped.”
No one knows how high the plane 
got up. The Blade, a newspaper in To­
er should^ve been flying 
ind of weather in that 
airplane.
—  Brent Jobe
Former Cal Poly end
ledo, reported that the plane fell from 
approximately 100 feet in the air.
Bowser said he thought it must 
have been at least 600 feet, then the 
plane started shaking and vibrating 
uncontrollably. At that moment, the 
left engine quit, causing the plane to 
plunge back toward the airport.
“1 knew we were going to go 
down," Tollner said. “You just kind 
of tucked up into a ball and covered 
your head. The next thing you know, 
there was a crash.”
The plane landed on its nose on 
the other runway of the airport. 
The impact was so .strong it split the 
plane in half, from front to back. 
Upon contact, some players were 
thrown out o f the aircraft and onto 
the ground surrounding the plane.
“It was chaos,” Tollner said.
For most players, it was a blur. 
Fire, the sounds o f people scram­
bling and explosions were just some 
of the things Tollner could recollect. 
Once he regained consciousness, he 
gathered he was OK but in shwk. 
Ihrough all the debris and fire, his
first instinct was to get up and help 
his teammates.
“But 1 couldn’t figure out why I 
couldn’t walk,” he said.
He had an injury to his foot that 
immobilized him, an injury that was 
nothing compared to some others. 
He was one o f the lucky ones. His 
seat on the wing almost drew the line 
o f life and death.
“Pretty much the players that 
didn’t make it were in front o f me,” 
Tollner said. “ Ihat was where all the 
fire and stuff was."
After Ibllncr tried to get up and 
realized he couldn't. Bowser and a 
couple other teammates found him 
and dragged him to safety. Bowser 
had sustained cuts and bruises, but 
he was OK as well.
“1 wanted to keep helping,” 
Bowser said. “But 1 couldn’t see any­
body el.se.”
Kelly did his part in helping as 
well. 'Ibe impact o f the crash caused 
Kelly's seat to eject from the plane
see I9 6 0 , p ag e  7
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and land facedown on the runway. 
As soon as he was able to get out of 
his seat, he began searching for oth­
ers, he said.
“I got up and started helping, then 
my back, which was broken in five 
places, started hurting,” Kelly said.
He wanted to keep helping, but 
couldn’t get to Scialabba and 24 oth­
er survivors who were all out some­
where scattered about the runway. 
For Scialabba, that whole night is 
hard to recall. He can’t remember the 
thoughts he had in the plane or dur­
ing the crash. It all happened so fast, 
he said, he didn’t have time to think.
“It’s like a blank spot,” Scialabba 
said. “All these things arc happening 
and before you know it, you wake up 
in a hospital room.”
I
Lost but not forgotten
It wasn’t until Stork was in the
I^ o p li th at w ere friends o f m ine 
t^ r e  ^ d d en ly  gone. It was the  
first tim e I had ever ex]
anything like th at.
—  Gil Stork
Former CaJ Poly center
hospital that he found out the details 
o f what happened that night. He 
had no idea which of his friends had 
passed away. He had no idea what 
caused the plane to crash. He was in 
the dark, he said, and no one wanted 
the burden o f telling him the unbear­
able news.
Stork said it wasn’t until someone 
brought in a newspaper that he saw 
the figures and the names o f all the 
people who died.
“That was a real shock for me,” 
Stork said. “People that were friends 
of mine were suddenly gone. It was 
the first time I had ever cxp>crienced 
anything like that.”
He couldn’t understand why he 
was so lucky.
“How was 1 allowed to survive 
and someone who had four girls 
was killed?” Stork said “It just didn’t 
make any sense at all.”
Sixteen players, one student 
manager, a member of the Mustang 
Booster Club, the two pilots and two 
others died that night. The crash, the 
first involving a U.S. sports team,
ere hard w orking people, 
rking, dedicated people. 
W e m iss all o f  thei
- -  Roy Scialabba
Former Cal Poly oflètùive guard
also left five women widowed and 
nine children without fathers.
“All o f them were great people,” 
Scialabba said. “They were hard 
working people. Hard working, ded­
icated people. We miss all o f them.”
The deaths sent a shock wave 
around the country. A game called 
the Mercy Bowl was played in their 
honor and reportedly raised any­
where from $170,000 to $275,000 
for the families who had lost sons, 
husbands and fathers. More than 
33,000 fans attended the ‘ Mercy
Bowl to see Fresno State defeat Bowl­
ing Green 36-6.
Cal Poly alumnus John Madden 
helped as well. Madden, who had 
played football at Cal Poly fiom 1957- 
1958, pieced together a benefit match 
with the Allan Hancock Junior College 
team, where he coached at the tíme.
The Arctic-Pacific company —  
the team in charge o f the C -46 that 
night —  lost its license to fly. On 
Nov. 1, 1960, The Blade reported
see I9 6 0 , p a g e  8
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Arctic Pacific.” In-addition, the h'ed- 
eral Av'iation Administration (FAA) 
reviewed its procedures concerning 
taking off with poor visibility. Prcvi- 
that the government “issued an or- ously, pilots had the final decision on 
der grounding all planes operated by whether or not to take off for Might.
After the crash, the FAA gave air traf­
fic controllers the final say.
Cal Poly felt the impact immedi­
ately. On Oct. 31, classes were dis­
missed at 10 a.m. so students could 
attend a memorial in Crandall Gym-
F?]
Frank T Tank
Please visit r e a p e c t s lo b r o .o o m  for 
m ore inform ation on the potential negative  
long-term  consequences of alcohol abuse.
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nasium. It was filled to capacity.
Back in Ohio, the players re­
mained in three different hospitals. 
For guys with in|uries such as Kellys, 
it wasn’t until late December that 
they were allowed to return home.
“I wasn’t able to talk to many 
people when 1 was in the hospital,” 
Kelly said. “I was pretty sick and I 
had tubes running everywhere in my 
body. I was in and out o f it. I’d lost 
probably 35 pounds in probably a 
week, week and a half.”
His injuries kept him in a full 
body cast for approximately three 
months he said, but once he got bet­
ter he starred playing football again. 
Kelly was one o f 10 survivors to play 
on the football team the next season, 
one many {>eople thought would 
never sec the field.
“After the crash, they could have 
just dropped football and never 
had a program again,” Tollner said. 
“It could have been very easy to do 
that just because they had to rebuild 
everything ... fhere was so much 
pressure put on the university, the 
president and administration to drop 
football. They kept the sport alive 
and 1 am very appreciative.”
The Mustangs finished the season 
prematurely in 1960, canceling their 
last three games and ending the season 
with a record of 1-5. In the season after 
the tragic crash, the Mustangs renuned 
to the field with 35 players. That team 
blew the previous season’s record out of 
the water, finishing 5-3 in Humes’ last 
year as head coach.
“Once they decided we arc going to 
have a season and we were able to win a
couple games, we wiuited to help over­
come a tragedy so that the university 
can continue to have a football program 
as part of its athletic department,” Toll- 
ner said. “We were very proud.”
Still, not even a winning record 
could make mourning the deaths of 
their teammates less painful. It wasn’t 
easy to move past the crash and for 
most, it took years. Stork said. As he 
views it, there is a reason each one of 
those players aboard that plane lived. 
'It was a second chance of sorts, he 
said, and he and his teammates are 
determined to make the most o f it.
Most have come a long way. 
Tollner is now the passing game co­
ordinator with the Oakland Raid­
ers, Bowser spent most o f his days 
coaching football for multiple teams 
in Bakersfield, Calif, and Stork is 
the president o f Cuesta Community 
C!)ollege in San Luis Obispo.
But no matter how far they have 
gone in their lives, no matter what 
they have done or how far they have 
traveled, most just want to make one 
thing clear: fheir teammates who 
died that day are far from forgotten.
“We never want to forget, we nev­
er want it to go away in our minds,” 
Stork said. “If it goes away we will 
have lost that importance o f what that 
event meant to us. If I forget them, I 
will forget the reason I do what I do.”
Stefan BalL Kristy Gonzalez, J J .  Jen ­
kins an d  Leticia Rodriguez contributed 
to this article.
Editor's note: This article was originally 
published Oct. 28, 2010.
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'The ‘SLOprah’ Effect: Oprah names SLO ‘happiest place on earth’
Hannah Croft
i
J HANNAHCROFT.MD@GMAIL.COM
In November, San Luis ObLspo was 
named the happiest town in Ameri­
ca. Months later, on Jan. 26, Oprah 
Winfrey featured a segment on San 
Luis Obispo on her T V  show.
Only a little more than a month 
; after the airing o f the segment, San 
■ Luis Obispo’s tourism website saw a 
. nearly 800 percent increase in traf- 
fic, a phenomenon now referred to 
tas the “Oprah Effect,” said Lindsey 
»Miller, the marketing director at the 
> San Luis Obispo Chamber o f Com ­
merce. She said this is the kind of
publicity the town needed.
“For so long we’ve tried to share 
the story o f San Luis Obispo,” she 
said. “And this really puts us on the 
map. It’s really special.”
Miller’s hope is to incTea.se tourism 
a n d  make San Luis Obispo a d estin a tio n .
“My hope now is that people will 
go a little further north than Santa 
Barbara and a little further south 
than Monterey,” she .said.
San laiis Obispo was originally 
featured in Thrive, a btx)k by Dan 
Buetrner that studictl the happi­
est jx)pulations around the world. 
Buettner attributed the town’s happi­
ness to its dean environment, welcom­
ing downtown area and abundance of 
outdiX)r activities. He cites studies of 
San Luis Obispo residents being more 
likely to smile and be joyful than to be 
sad and experience depression.
Buettner was originally drawn 
to San Luis Obispo by Gallup polls 
on well-being, which measure emo­
tional health in the nation. In a five- 
year span, the town ranked highest in 
emotional health for three years. ’
Oprah picked up on San Luis 
Obispo’s attractions and sent corre- 
spondant Jenny McCarthy to create 
a three-minute segment in which she 
interviewed mayor Jan Marx, rode 
the streets o f San Luis Obispo with a 
member o f Cal Poly’s Wheelmen and 
dined creeksidc with locals.
Along with the segment on “The 
Oprah Show,” Buettner and San Luis 
Obispo have been featured in Parade 
magazine, on Yahoo! Travel, “Good 
Morning America” and DeltaSky. 
Miller said Buettner also recorded a 
segment with Dr. Oz.
Some worry this “Oprah Effect” 
will attract more tourists and take 
away from the hometown vibe of 
San Luis Obispo. However, most Cal 
Poly students aren’t concerned with 
this kind of dramatic shift.
Political .science sophomore Bri- 
ana Berry said it’s important for .San 
Luis Obispo to welcome any increa.se 
in tourism in order to prove that it re­
ally is the happiest place in America.
“Would the happiest place in 
America be disappointed about tour­
ists?” she said. “I don’t think so.”
An increase in tourism could po­
tentially help the local econom y. 
Social sciences sophomore Con­
nie Ng said an increase in tourism 
could only mean good things for lo­
cal businesses.
“If the tourists come through 
when school is out, it can only be 
beneficial for the merchants around 
town,” she said. “Because when stti- 
dents are gone, San Luis Obispo is 
kind o f a ghost town.”
However, English freshman Liam 
Hedriana said part o f the reason San 
Luis Obispo is such a happy place is 
because of the tight-knit community 
that is the 45,000 person town.
“I f  there are more tourists, we’ll 
lose that,” he said. “And I don’t 
want that.”
Not only do students feel optimistic 
about San Luis Obispo’s economy, but 
about the future of die town as a whole.
English freshman Paige Isaacson 
said increased media attention would 
increase San L uis Obispo’s diversity.
“We live in a pretty homogeneous 
town,” she said. “Mavbe all this will 
inspire people o f different back­
grounds to come to San Luis Obispti 
and diversify mir campus.”
Aside from controversy of the 
“Oprah Effect,” many Cal Poly stu­
dents feel proud of their town, and 
the recent hype has reassured them 
that they made the right decision in 
attending the university.
“When I saw the segment on
Oprah, it just made me feel more 
confident that I’m in a great place,” 
Berry said. “It makes a lor o f sense 
that they picked SLO,”-
While many sing praises to San 
Luis Obispo’s new feme, Ng ques­
tions the validity o f the recognition.
“I 'don’t think they surveyed all the 
right people,” she said. “They talked to 
residents rather than students, they didn’t 
talk to anyone who lived on campus.”
In fact. Cal Poly and its students 
were only mentioned in reference to 
the low crime rate.'" Miller said the 
O p r^  film crew did some work on 
campus and talked to many students, 
but it all got cut during editing.
“It’s really a bummer because the 
students are what make this town 
vibrant and lively,” she said. “W ith­
out them, San Luis Obispo would be 
pretty sleepy.”
In San Luis Obispo, weather, en­
vironment and natural beauty were 
big winners in the eyes o f students.
“It’s summer in January,” Hedriana 
said. “You can go surfing whenever you 
want, how can you not be happy?” 
Hedriana’s thoughts were echoed 
throughout the University Union 
Plaza on Monday afternoon as stu­
dents said they were “stoked” to live 
in the happiest town in America.
“W hat’s not to be happy about?” 
Berry said. “This is a pretty fantastic 
place to live.”
E ditor’s note: This story was originally 
published Feb. 3, 201  /.
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Jeffrey Armstrong officially takes office as Cal Poly president
MANON FISHER MUSTANG DAILY
Jeffrey’ Armstrongi the former dean of the College of Agriculture and Natural 
Resources at Michigan State University* was chosen because of his academic cre­
dentials, leadership abilities and strong background in agriculture and science.
Victoria Zabel
VICTORIAZAJJ EL. M D@GMAJ L.COM
For Jeffrey Armstrong, Feb. 1 began 
just like any other day —  he’ll get up, 
go for a run, shower, eat breakfast 
and spend time with his wife, Sha­
ron. After that, things for Armstrong 
will change. Feb. 1 was his first offi­
cial day as Cal Poly’s president.
Armstrong’s first events as Cal l\>ly 
president included an ASI breakfast, 
a press conference and an afternoon 
meeting with the Academic Senate.
On Dec. 15, 2010, Cal Poly re­
leased a statement confirming it chse 
Armstrong as the new president of 
the university. Armstrong hxs since
been embraced by the Cal Poly com­
munity and looks forward to “bal­
ancing his administrative duties with 
student interaction,” he said.
“I’ve really enjoyed spending time 
here .. .  getting a feel for the campus 
and the students,” Armstrong said in 
a meeting with the Mustang Daily 
staff Jan. 21. “I.ast week I had a piece 
o f pizza with an engineering student, 
and I already have a meeting sched­
uled at Wtxxlstock’s.”
Matthew Roberts, interim chief 
o f staff to the president, said free ..
“Whenever there’s a change of 
president there’s a transition period, 
and everyone is curious about (him 
or her)," Roberts said. “Right now, 
everyone —  internally and externally 
of the university —  wants President 
Armstrong’s time.”
Roberts mapped out a tentative 
schedule o f events for Armstrong’s 
first day: a breakfast meeting with 
student leaders and college council 
presidents, a press conference, a tour 
o f the administration building, a 
meet and greet with the staff o f each 
department and an afternoon meet­
ing with the Academic Senate.
Sarah Storelli, Associated Stu­
dents, Inc. (ASI) president, will at­
tend many o f Armstrong’s first-day 
activities. Storelli is excited to work 
with Armstrong and said he has re­
ally embraced the campus culture.
“So far. President Armstrong has 
been wonderful . . .  he’s accessible, 
student-oriented and .seems genuinely 
happy to be at Cal Poly,” Storelli said. 
”The schedule he’s put together for the 
first day is tremendous foreshadowing 
of what’s to come —  he’s made a real 
effort to intimately connea with all dif­
ferent facets of leadership on campms."
Armstrong also said his number 
one focus is “gauging every decision on 
how it will impact student learning.” 
Armstrong does not feel over­
accomplish tasks and get work done.
. “Cal Poly boasts some o f the 
highest quality individuals who are 
the best in (their) business,” Arm­
strong said, “la m  not afraid to del­
egate work to someone who knows 
better or more than I do.”
Armstrong also plans on utilizing 
student talent, and is “blown away” 
by the amount o f student involve­
ment on campus.
“Cal Poly lives and b a th e s  ‘Learn 
By Doing’ campuswide,” Armstrong 
said. “I am so impressed that students 
run the Rec Center, UGS (University 
Graphic Systems) and arc responsible 
for a substantial budget (through ASI) 
. . .  it’s really neat to be a pan of that.” 
Interim president Robert Glidden 
agrees with Armstrong.
“Being an outsider, it was appar­
ent early what a unique place Cal 
Poly is,” Glidden said.
Glidden was with Cal Poly for six 
months, and he too was impressed by 
the quality o f students, faculty and
£>staff, both academically and socially» 
“The easiest pan of the transitii 
(for Armstrong) will be the people 
there are really genuinely nice peo 
here at Cal Poly, and I have not 
the cynicism and negativity ap| 
at other universities here,” Glidi 
said. “Everyone’s happy—  it’s the 
picst place in the U.S. didn’t you h 
Armstrong seconds Glidden’s 
ings. He said there has been an oi 
nized and concentrated effon to 
tate a smooth transidon, but he also 
‘ it’s been a learning process because dii 
hasn’t been a new president in 30 
Part o f that learning process 
involve dealing with Cal Poly’s mt> 
pressing issues, and at the foreftolii 
is the California State Universi 
(CSU) budget.
Business administradon senior 
reesa Ashabi said the budget is soniS 
thing that cannot be ignored by the ncjk 
president. Ashabi said students canr^
•4
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time to wander around campus will whelmed witli the responsibilities he 
be limited in the coming weeks be- will take on. Rather, Armstrong plans 
cause Armstrong’s days will be filled on using the “talented individuals”
with activities and engagements. the university possesses to help him
hink this is best for 
ody. I t’s best for the 
greeks and it’s best for 41k si
dents.
—  Ken Barclay
Director of Sttidcni Liiê and (.cadership
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afford to have tuition consistendy raised, 
especially when some students pay their 
own way through school.
“Whether its a money management 
issue that the president can direaly con­
trol is (somewhat) irrelevant,” Ashabi 
said. “Students need to feel like the new 
president is on their side .. .  fighring to 
keep costs down and working to find a 
solution.”
Glidden also said the budget would 
be one of the toughest issues Armstrong 
will deal with during his presidency. 
Glidden said it will not be an easy batde 
because students don’t always under­
stand that the blame doesn’t rest with 
the president just because he’s in charge.
“Most o f (the budget problems) 
are out o f (Armstrong’s) control,” 
Glidden said.
Leaning on the advice and exper­
tise o f past leaders has enabled Arm­
strong to feel more comfortable and 
prepared for his role, and will help 
him deal with tough situations.
“I feel really lucky,” Armstrong 
said. “I have not one, but three 
people to draw advice from: (former 
president) Warren Baker, Provost 
Koob and Dr. Glidden. Each person 
has served as president for a universi­
ty before —  they’ve sort o f seen it all.” 
Armstrong said he plans to “keep 
things' simple,” be transparent and 
unafraid o f admitting he does not 
know the answer because “that’s the 
only way to earn people’s trust.
“Everyone has (fairly) consistendy 
given me the same advice: don’t make 
things overly complicated, and appre­
ciate and enjoy the transition process.”
Editors note: This story was originally 
published Feb. 1, 2011.
Word on the Street
What about Cai Poly is special
to you?
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“My friends here have 
become like a second 
family to me."
— K.T. Nelson, 
liberal studies junior
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‘The attitude around 
campus.”
— Ryan Veach. 
biological sciences senior
“The college town teei ’
— Jon Nguyen, 
business admimsti alioii 
senior
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"It’s like a second home to 
yoLi because you're now 
living here nine months out of 
the year, it not more. It’s the 
happiest place on earth.”
— Camille Duckett," 
graphic communication 
junior
I like the atmosphere and 
tiow llie community has 
lospect tor all the students.
- Paige Cumtilison, 
graphic comunication 
freshman
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Word on the Street
W hat’s the best “Learn By Doing” experience you’ve had at Cal Poly?
“Preschool lab. You actually 
work with kids on campus; 
it’s one-of-a-kind.”
— Gabby Mooradian, 
child development 
sophomore
f {
“Field botany was especially 
good because we were ac­
tually out there touching the 
plants rather than just looking 
at pictures.”
— Corbin Volbert, 
biological sciences senior
*
“I took a class about literature 
for adolescents. I also went 
to a school in Arroyo Grande 
to observe the teaching that 
goes on."
— Samantha Aragon,
English junior
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“I've been working on 
projects in every class. My 
friends at other schcx>ls have 
way less projects.’!
— Shane Cyriac, 
biomedical engineering 
senior
“The introduction class I 
took of civil engineering. It 
brought me closer to my 
major and made me appre­
ciate it more.”
— Paul Fyiatexv 
civil eiKjineering senior
“Mv engineering labs In 
CPE 269 the pofessor was 
awesome and we made an 
8-bit synthesizer.”
— Cameron Noun, 
electrical engineering junior
•O.
“I lit a fire in my room and it 
made more smoke thari I 
thought it would. I learned by 
doing."
— Steve Furger, 
aerospace engineering junior
“Being at the ASI center with 
kids and teaching them,"
— Rebecca Gleason, 
child development 
sophomore
“Welding lab. It was fun and 
not something I ever saw 
myself doing.”
— Daniel Fisher, 
mechanical engineering senior
i :
“Concerts. It’s more than just 
studying music.”
— Mildel Barizo, 
music sophomore
s w  -'“Í É
“I have all my labs and 
everything this quarter.”
— Kayla Caballero, 
graphic communication 
freshman
“Zoology lab. We get to dis­
sect different things we learn 
about.”
-  Marinelle Mascardo. 
biomedical engineering junior
ALAMO SELF-STORAGE
Call M anager Now For Your Great Student Rates
A Single Story Drive Up Units Help You Access Your Unit Quickly
ft Access Control Gate For Your Ease Of Entry & Protection
ft Ail Sizes To Fit Your Needs
ft Manager On Duty For Your Questions & Needs
ft Clean, Economical And Convenient Saves You $$$
ft Lighted, Fenced and Paved
ft Your Own Lock And Key For Your Convenience
ft Locks And Insurance Available To Help Protect your Assets
Office Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm Sat 8am-4pm  
Access Hours: Mon-Sat 7am-7pm Sun 9am - 5pm
5 4 1 - 1 4 3 3
iv z ^ l  64'^rAmFARMRD
*  -iAN LUIS O B IS P O  ^
w ñ
Online Ordering Available
es. Flexil 
H D TV ’s
STUDENT 20% OFF iSPECIAL Not valid with other offers. Must show valid student id
--------------------------------------------------------- NO COUPON NEEDED----------------------------------------------------------------
MUSTANG DAILY I *  ÍOOÓ Higuera S*t fDowntown) * (QO^ ) 2-0“ woodstodksslo ¿ows
open house
A speakers panel on careers for current and prospective students
in Liberal Arts.
College of Liberal Arts ’
Career Forum
Come listen to and talk with
alumni pursuing a broad range of successful career paths.
Mark Levenson, Graphic Communication (2005)
Career: Operations Manager, Edwards Labels, Ventura
Lindsay Indermill, Journalism (2010)
Career: Assistant to Directors, Dreamworks Animation, Los Angeles
Tommy Garcia, Art & Design (2007)
Career: Owner, Tommy Garcia Photography, Los Angeles
Special Guest:
Charlotte Rinaldi, College of Education {1995)
CLA Career Counselor, Cal Poly's Career Services Center
Did You Know? 
Interesting facts about Cal 
Poly and San Luis Obispo
C o l l e g e  c f  l ib e r a l  A r t s
LEARN •  LEAD •  LIVE
Open House, Saturday April 16, Philips Hall-Performing Arts Center, 11 a.m. - 12:15 p.m.
Cai roiy IS me largest lanapwning 
university in the Càiikiirnia State » 
University systeml x 
The average high s tffiT  GPA of a 
first-thilleshnÉn atCalPoiy is 
3.84. ■ „ " .-
Of 8,866 students who appliéd for 
Cal Poly’s engineering program in 
Fall 2010,2,943 were accepted.
San Luis Obispo used to have a, 
Chinatown bn Palm Street that ' ; 
dated back to the 1870s.
Cal Poly was originally founded as 
a vocational high school.
For Fall 2010, néarly 41,000 stu­
dents a p i:^  for approximately ; 
4,000 spaces at Cal Poly. ’ - ri 
Three senior|mjectSLt;%Cal Poly^  i 
students became famous: ' i i  ^
Copeland’s Sprang Goods, Jamba 
Juice and Kinko’s.
^ NOW OPEN FOR LUNCH DAILY
Ottenno 20 entrees ' ‘ ' i
^  S1.99 HAPPY HOUR APPETIZERS
Jailyl I om Ypin & 9pm-ciose ■ ; )AY g-' gc
r
.IT ' \ ^
f i  STEAKS, CHOPS and SEAFOOD
ChcKbroiled over on authentic njnio'Hj .-'ooci lire
o p e n  n o u s e“T* . -T--  ^. ;, » ••■*^ -
Facts
continuetiJnm page Î 4
A Cal Poly professor omducted the« 
research on petrified amber that the 
movie Jurassip Park is taped on.
There about 7,785 piddng f 
spaces on the Cal Poly jtlliniim   ^- 
In 2007 the Architecture department 
recieved an anonymous^ million , 
donation, the largest; gtR ^ r  given to 
a CSU campus. ! ,
The “P” on the hillside mrerlboking the 
freishitian dormitbiiieiS T^t^nated from 
a rivalry with San Luis Obispo High 
School.  ^ ’
The Walter F. Dexter. biiHding was 
originally the u n ive i^  library until the 
Robert E. Kennedy U b ^  opened in
1981 -  ^ iI T O I .  ^
Amelia Earhart had her airplane 
repaired at Cai Poiy in 1936. ’¿i 
Famous Cai Poly gradual^ iriclude 
Pro Football Hall of Fame member 
John Madden and musicfim "Weird Al” 
Yankovic. ai;"
Omip ih d  by Dmnd Liebig 
JO LatawnSeottarndJestioi Tétm
w w w .m u s t a n g d a ily .n e t  
A lw a y s  in o
F A I R V I E W A P A J I T M E N T S  '
{1650 l-AIRVIEW STREET J
Johnson Ave Location, closer to dow ntow n, quiet co m p lex 
Call for more information, 546.0377 
www.FairviewSLO.com
TOWNHOMES
Balcony off living room and 1 bedroom
1 Bed / 1 Bath Studio
1 or 2 people, $750 / month
1 Bed /  1 Bath
1 or 2 people, $850 /  month
2 Bed /  1 Bath
] or 2 people, 100 /  month 3 or 4 people, $1400 /  month
2 Bed /  2 Bath Studio
1 or 2 people, $1250 /  month
3 or 4 people, $1300 /  month
2 Bed /  2.5 Bath
Includes 2 Balconies
1 or 2 people, $1350 / month
TO W N H O M  HS& 
A P A i r r / W l : N T S
SHO W IN GS
F A IR V IE W
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY 
APRIL 1 5 / 1 6 /  17 
1 - 4 PM
SAN lU IS VI LI AGE
FRIDAY, SATURDAY. SUNDAY 
APRIL15/16/17  
1 - 4 PM
S A N  L U IS  v i l l a g e
( 1205 FOOTHILL BLVD & 204 CALIFORNIA BLVD )
Californ io  an d  Foothill Iodations, closer to cam p u s, quiet co m p lex. 
Call for more information, 544.9072
www.SanLuisVillage.com  > '
1 Bed /  1 Bath Townhomes 2 Bed / 2 Bath Townhomes
1 or 2 people, $900 /  month 1, 2 or 3 people, $1400 /  month
ALL COMPLEXES HAVE: 
Onsite Management 
Onsite Laundry 
Onsite Parkiflig ’
UNITS:
Are Cabte-Reody •
Ihdude Mofor Applionces 
Include Water & Trash services 
Double Pane Windov/s
Open House
N  ^ V Oberhelman named new AD
- - A*.«»■*
SLO Antique Treasures 
Sc Collectibles
“The Friendly Store”
Buy • Sell • Trade • Consignment
• Specializing in Estate Sales
Desks, Dressers, Lamps, 
Jew lery, Coins, Linens, 
&  much more!
(805) 547-1898 
1248 Monterey St.> SLO 
Open Daily 10:30 - 5pm
Brian De Los Santos
MUSTANGOAiLYSl*ORTS@GMAIL.COM
Ih e  search is over.
Donald Oberhelman, who was 
the senior associate athletic director 
at San Diego State, is set to succeed 
Alison Cone and become Cal Polys 
new director o f athletics effective 
April 4, President Jeffrey Armstrong 
said in a press conference Monday.
It marks the end o f what has been 
a three-month-long search process, 
and Armstrong could not be happier 
to have Oberhelman as a Mustang.
“Don has a wealth o f experience,” 
Armstrong said. “He is a rising star 
and he is going to be a star with us 
for a long time ... this is our guy.” 
Prior to his position at San Diego
D on a w ealth o f  experience.
H e B  a rising star and he is 
going td  be a  star w ith  
long t im e ... this is ou r fpsy.
—  Jeffrey Armstrong
Cal Pbly Prwident
State, where he started in Feb. 2007, 
Oberhelman was the senior associ­
ate athletic direaor at Southern Miss. 
Even before that, he was the education 
coordinator at Texas A&M from July 
1998 to Feb. 2002 and a compliance
CAL POLY STUDENTS: CHECK OUT THE DEALS AT
I D L E R 'S  S L E E P  S O U R C E
» » *« .1  ^e.-ST*»---» -
.jm*.
. >  .
~.sr- • ^3-''' ;■ -f
TEMPUR PEDIC Serfs ^  E x c ^ tlo n é le *
\X
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I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I
I .
$50 OFF
ON ANY MATTRCSS OVER $500' WITH YOUR CAL POLY STUDENT ID
122 CROSS STREET 
SAN LUtS OBISPO
2361 THEATRE DR. 
PASO ROBLES
'EXCLUDES
TEMPUR-PEDIC PRODUCTS
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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SLEEP SOURCE
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n r im e , y e a r  a n d  
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assistant at Florida State for almos) 
three years (Nov. 1995-July 1998).
Now, Oberhelman can add Ca 
' Poly to his list o f experience. - |
“I am so delighted to be here,* 
Oberhelman said. “The opportm 
nity to apply for this job was jusj 
too good to pass up. (I) fell in lovl 
with Cal Poly in (my) time here an< 
couldn’t be more happy to be here.”;
It is the first time in Oberhelman] 
career he will be an athletics directo  ^
He served an interim athletics directoj 
for four months at San D i ^  Stafo 
but that is the most experience he hai 
had in his career under that job tide.
However, Oberhelman is rcadj 
for the challenge.
“For the first time in my career 
have seen an athletics director trans  ^
tion,” Oberhelman said, o f San D| 
ego State's recent switch. “And othe) 
than going through the interview 
process once before, that is probablj 
the most educational thing I’ve hat 
happen to me in my career, seeinj 
a new athletic director come into j 
new program and watching, learnii^ 
how to make a transition work.” j 
Tlie biggest challenge Oberhel 
man said he would face at C^ al Pol 
is the California State UniversitI 
(CSU) shrinking budget. But, it | 
manageable obstacle.
“I don’t think that is going to fr 
too big a challenge,” Oberhelmaj 
said. “Because I think everybody ii 
the CSU system faces that challengt 
I think everybody in California fac< 
that challenge and I think everybot  ^
in the country faces that challenge 
to various degrees.”
Dealing with a shrinking budg< 
will be a big part o f what is widej 
considered Cal Poly's next step t 
becoming a bigger Division 
gram. With a facility like 
Gym that has a capacity o f 3.032 
which dwarfs in comparison to Sd 
Diego State’s Viejas Arena, whitj 
seats 12,414 —  Cal Poly isn’t goiij 
to attract the top-level recruits. j 
Assessing where Cal Poly n< 
upgrades is one o f the first thii 
Oberhelman will address, he .said.
“We’re not going to get the type | 
student athlete that is focused on atl 
letics first with those facilities,” Obfl 
helman said. ‘“They arc going to conj 
here for an education, and that’s 0| 
but 1 think in order to raise our prof 
a little bit, wc tieed to address that."
Oberhelman beat out curre) 
Indiana State athletics direct) 
Ron Prettyman and current Pol 
land State athletics director Ton
I
Chisholm for the job. His salary  ^
$182,496, but there is no price tj 
on the success Oberhelman may pi 
tentiaily bring to C3al Poly athletici 
“It’s a great day to be a Mustani 
Armsm)fig said.'
nc I
I pr^
M d
Editors note: This article was origind
S e n d  y o n r  le t t e r ,  in  atSO w o r d s  o r  le » » , t o  ttauatjtf|gprt«U m yoi[))jU iioria<a>gnnall.conn. O r  » u h n iU  it  a t  M arch 14, 2011. ^
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NHA HA MUSTANG DAILY
Freshman first baseman Jordan Brower spent five days in the hospital after being struck in the head with a baseball bat.
J.J. Jenkins
JJJE N  K IN S .M D ^  MAIL.COM
Freshman first baseman Jordan 
Browers head might bear the scars o f 
an injury from an accident, but this 
is not a story o f pain and suffering. 
This is a story o f recovery.
“The only time I cried in the hos­
pital was because I didn’t get to see 
any of my team,” Brower said.
In Cal Poly’s game against Mis- 
.souri on Feb. 18, Brower was struck 
in the head with a baseball bat while 
standing in the dugout, hospitalizing 
him for five days —  with two spent 
in the intensive care unit,(ICU). 
Since then, Brower has been cleared
to practice but not play. His full recov­
ery will involve, at the least, a stoppage 
of internal bleeding in the brain, a 
headache free week and a second con­
cussion test. Although he appears to 
be two thirds o f the way there, doaors 
said Brower is still a couple months 
from getting back on the field.
It was a freak accident, to say the 
least. Freshman first baseman Tim 
Wise was swinging a bat in the on 
deck circle during a rain delay in the 
Mustangs’ second game of the sea­
son. Wise lost his grip, and the bat 
ricocheted into the dugout —  where 
it hit Brower in the head.
The team might have .stotxl around 
in shock after Brower dropped to the
ground, but their real influence came in 
the days and weeks following.
“Any time one of our of guys goes 
down, especially in a scary situadon, 
we’re going to try and rally around 
him,” junior .shortstop Mike Miller 
said. “He’s just done a great job com­
ing back. When something like that 
happens you’re concerned, not even as 
a baseball player, but just a person. That 
could have changed his life completely."
From the first moments after the 
injury, the team made a conscioas ef­
fort to aid his recovery by any means, 
fhat is what meant most to Brower, 
even if he cannot remember it.
see B row er, p ag e 19
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WINEMAN'S RESIDENCES
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REMOOtLE
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BEAUTIFUL REMODELED STUDIOS INCLUDE:
Resident manager on premise^
All energy efficient units w built-rn microwaves 
Original hardwood floors throughout 
On-site laundry facilites on eac h floor 
Private terrace with BBQ 
All units Cable T V ' Internet Ready
Remote controlled heating/AC in each unit
Intercom access building for security of our residents
Full or partially furnished units available
Short term corporate business rentals
Units are ideal for live-work in the heart of downtown
A few adjoing units left if more space is desired
WINEMAN'S RESIDENCES LEASING OFFICE
849 Higuera Street, San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 
Phone(805)783-2708 Fax(805)783-2721
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POLY PWODIICIS AT^  
THE Campus AND 
Village Markets!
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Campus Dining at 
THE Resource Fair!
Friday, danv-lpm, in ft» lM«r 
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Learn about dMng p l^
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r Dining Plan 
Presentadons
Between Sandwich Factory 
and 19 Metro itatton.
9:30am /10:30am/11;30am
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6 Locations vory. Visit 
www.twittaf.com/potydeais 
'  tof scheduie.
Enjoy A RELAXING 
and DEUaOUS MEAL 
AT Sage Restaurant  ^
AND NooDu Bari I
Open 11am->2pm, near the 
Sierra Madre Residence 
Haas on Grand Avenue.
Food sampling tours 
AT 19 Metro station!
Tours win take place after the 
Dining Plan Presentations.
Hours during Open House
MAIN CAMPUS POIY CANYON VIOAGE
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Brower
J continued from page 16
Reed Reilly, a frcshinan pitcher and 
Browers roommate, was away when 
the incident occurred. He said he re­
ceived text messages from Browers 
brother that appeared to indicate that 
Brower was in serious condition. So, as 
a friend and teammate, on his way back 
to San Luis Obispo, Reilly stopped by 
the hospital and sat at Browers bedside 
to keep him company for five hours.
Brower would wake up briefly and 
talk to Reilly for a few fleeting mo­
ments then setde back into his pillow 
before awakening again to ask the same 
quesuons and give the same responses.
“I tried to keep it as mellow as 
possible,” Reilly said. “So we talked 
about school and baseball ... It was 
really repetitive.”
After a few days Brower had re­
covered enough to be released from 
the hospital and taken to his home 
in Newbury Park, Calif, where he re­
mained for nearly three weeks.
Almost every day, Brower would 
Skype or text a teammate from San 
Luis Obispo as they checked on his 
progress, like any family would. A 
bond that head coach Larry Lee has 
been impressed with this year.
“We’ve had a really good culture 
in our team the last few years,” Lee 
said. “We’re very tight knit and it’s 
important. They enjoy being around 
each other, so that part o f the equa­
tion has been good.”
And that equation has added up 
to a steadily recovering Brower, who 
attributes his success in overcoming 
a fractured skull and nagging head­
aches to his team.
However, upon returning to Cal 
Poly, Brower was hit by the reality that
comes with being a student-athlete. Fi­
nals week was approaching and Brow­
er’s professors were only somewhat re­
ceptive to his pleas for more time.
One professor, he said, based his 
grade 100 percent on the final exam 
and his solution to Brower’s missed 
time was to find more people to 
study with.
So Brower did just that, and earned 
a solid B after missing more than 30 
percent of class. Another professor 
gave Brower an additional three weeks 
into spring quarter to finish a final es­
say in what he saw as a just extension.
Yet it’s not just classes that Brow­
er is back in just six weeks after the 
accident; he is back on the baseball 
diamond in a limited role.
“Right when I got back, 1 had to 
wear a helmet in the dugout, when I 
played catch, when I hit,” Brower said. 
“(The doctors) were really cautious,”
Recently he’s shed the helmet, 
except for when batting, and the 
team has seen his desire to return to 
life as usual on the field.
“It’s been one of those things where 
he’s been trying to gpt back and the 
doaors keep telling him, ‘Gotta slow 
down, gotta slow down,’” Miller said.
But with a summer-time clearance 
coming up for Brower, he’s ready to 
play ball in Oregon and get back to his 
normal, baseball-filled life. (]one are 
the fears that gripped the players in the 
immediate aftermath, rcplacctl with a 
feeling that all will be better soon.
“It could have been a very tragic sto­
ry,” Miller said. “But the way it’s work­
ing out now, it’s going to be a positive 
recovery, and he’s going to get a chance 
to come back out and play the game 
he loves.”
Editor's note: This article was origi­
nally published A pril 6, 2011.
pmething like that happens,
, not even as a
baseball player but as a pe 
could have changed his life
—  Mike Miller
jordan Browert teammate
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nutrition senior
“(Learn By Doing) is applied in our cooking/food 
science labs where we design meal plans and develop 
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Diversity statistics missing 
from Cal Poiy ‘Quick Facts’
Erin Hurley
MUSTANGDAILYWIRBI^ MAJL.COM
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Evciy university website has one— a 
page where prospective students can 
find information on the scoop, such 
as statistics on the student body, at 
the school. Information ort the ra­
tio o f teachers to students classroom 
size, and tuition arc all facts adver-' 
tised to potential students.'
One piece o f information many 
schools make a point to emphasize 
is the ethnic make-up o f the stu­
dent body.
Cal Polys website has a link un­
der the Prospective Students Web 
page that takes the reader to an­
other page called “Quick Facts.” 
Ih is  Web page includes facts and 
statistics about Cal Poly that gives 
prospective students an idea o f the 
environment they will be a part of 
at the university, such as the school 
philosophy, the number o f faculty 
members and the number of current 
students in each college.
However, this “Quick Facts” 
page does not include any informa­
tion about the ethnic breakdown of 
the student body.
Instead, the page offers a link 
under the “Student Body” heading 
that directs the reader to another 
part o f the Cal Poly website —  the '■ 
Office o f Institutional Planning & 
Analysis (IP & A), which compiles 
annual reports on the student body 
each fall, including ethnic origin. 
The reader must read through these 
annual Poly View reports and Fact 
Books to see the ethnic breakdown 
o f the school and o f each college.
Renoda Campbell, M ulticul­
tural Center Coordinator, said she 
thinks Cal Poly's ethnic breakdown 
is not on the “Quick Facts" page be­
cause the schools low diversity is not 
very flattering.
“The school wants to portray its 
best qualities to prospective students 
and our diversity numbers are lower 
than most CSUs,” Campbell said. 
“They feel that other information is 
more important to feature."
Campbell said almost all the stu­
dents she speaks with said they were 
surprised at the lack of diversity they 
found at Cal Pbly when they arrived.
In preparing Cal Polys “Quick 
Facts” Web page, the public affiun 
staff considers what information is 
most sought after by prospective stu­
dents, who may be comparing several 
colleges. Sucia Mombuig is the pub­
lic affiurs team leader, said decisions' 
about what to put on the “Quick 
Facts” page depend on how much 
space is available and the audience 
who is most likely o^ look at die page.
Momburg said the Poly View re­
ports and Fact Books are too long to 
publish on the "Quick Facts” page.
According to Momburg, the pur­
pose o f the website’s “Quick Facts” 
page is to act as a one-stop shop for a 
general overview o f the school.
“Potential faculty and staff are 
more likely to look at the 'Quick 
Facts’ page than potential students.” 
Momburg said. “I f  prospective stu­
dents are interested in diversity in­
formation, they’d rather look at their 
specific colleges.”
In a random survey o f 100 Cal 
Poly students, 91 said they did not 
look for information about the eth­
nic breakdown o f the student body 
while researching Cal Poly’s website 
as a prospective student.
Websites for other California uni-
#•
versities have pages similar to Cal Po- 
set Dipersity, pag* 23
1^1 wants to portray its best 
to  prospective students 
and our diversi^ numl 
lower than m ost CSUs
Renoda Campbell
Multicultural Center Coordinator
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lys “Quick Facts” page with similar 
school information for prospective 
students. However, many o f these 
pages include a graph or direct link 
to the university’s ethnic breakdown.
University o f California, Santa 
Barbara’s website has a page titled 
“Our Campus” linked to the univer­
sity's homepage, which has a link to 
a page titled “UCSB Portrait" where 
students can find statistics on the 
school and view the student body’s 
ethnic breakdown in the “UCSB Por­
trait" report. This portrait includes a 
graph o f the school’s ethnicity direct­
ly on the page alongside university 
statistics like the ones found on Cal 
Poly’s “Quick Facts” page.
Officials said the university’s ethnic 
breakdown is on the school’s website 
because the university wants to encour­
age diversity in the student body. Chris 
Van Gieson, UCSB’s direaor o f admis­
sions, said the information is what pro­
spective students want to sec.
“We feel that people arc interested 
in this kind o f information and the 
school is a public institution, so we 
try to respond if we hear repeatedly 
that some piece o f information is 
hard to find," Van Gieson said.
California State University, Sac­
ramento’s homepage has a menu 
under “Future Students” with a link 
to a website titled College Portraits, 
which publishes “Student Charac­
teristics” with a graph o f the ethnic 
breakdown o f the student body. The 
College Portraits website provides 
the same information on more than 
500 public universities across the 
country, including the CSUs.
“Our primary audience is pro­
spective students, and that drives 
the information we think is impor­
tant,” e S U  Sacramento Publications 
Director Ryan Chin said. “We are 
proud of our diversity, and it’s part of 
the package that we present.”
California’s other polytechnic uni­
versity, Cal Poly Pomona, uses the same 
Cx>llege Portraits website. C^ al Poly, San 
Luis Obispo has ethnicity information 
listed in this system, but the university’s
I f  prospective students 
a re u te re ste d  in diversity
th eir specific college|^
—  Stacla Momburg
Public affain  (cam leader
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“Quick Facts” webpage does not in­
clude a link through to this site.
Momburg said she was not sure 
whether public affairs was aware of 
the website or if the decision was 
made to direct website readers to 
Cal Poly’s “IPficA” page instead.
Interim Cal Poly President Rob­
ert Glidden said students interested 
in a university like Cal Poly are 
probably more focused on the dis­
cipline they plan to follow, but also 
said that greater diversity should be 
just as important.
“When you compare the school 
to other CSUs, we don’t look so 
good, but many of them arc in more 
metropolitan areas,” Glidden said. “I 
doubt that anyone’s trying to hide the 
information, but with a website you 
do have to think about not present­
ing too much information at once.”
Editors note: This article was origi­
nally published Oct. 7, 2010.
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Fight the freshman 15 —  tips for keeping a healthy diet in the dorms
Ti--
à
H eather Rockwood is a  fo o d  science 
ju n ior an d  Mustang Daily fo o d  
columnist.
As a PolyRep, I am privileged to have 
the opportunity to show students and 
parents around Cal Polys campus. I 
am asked a myriad o f questions, and 
presented with many myths regard­
ing college life that I must debunk. 
One of the largest misconceptions all 
visitors have is that it is impossible to 
eat healthy while living in the dorms 
and dining on campus.
As a matter o f fact, that is a mis­
conception held widely by many 
students on campus, along with the 
complaint that it is too difficult and 
expensive to make healthy choices. 
Ais a junior Campus Dining and 
dorm veteran, I can attest to the (act 
that these statements just aren’t true.
Yes, sometimes choosing the 
healthier options on campus and pre­
paring satisfying meals in the dorms 
can seem like a lot o f work to the un­
trained eye, but with a litde ingenu­
ity, a little practice and a few helpful 
tips, eating healthy on campus is a 
secret that is about to be exposed.
The first step to healthy dorm 
eating is to not make any foods here 
forbidden. By declaring certain foods 
unhealthy and notorious for frequent­
ing college campuses —  such as ba­
con cheeseburgers, ice cream, French 
fries and meat lovers pizza —  forbid­
den, you inadvertently create an even 
larger desire for that food, and thus 
will have a harder time not eating it.
If  history has taught us anything, it 
is that mankind (especially those who 
just received more freedom than they 
have ever had) loves that which it can­
not have. So, don’t make things any 
harder than you already think they are 
when trying to eat healthy. That be­
ing said, 1 am not promoting a weekly 
habit o f consuming the above men­
tioned foods —  it’s all right to indulge 
in them every once in a while, but 
dont nuke these staple go-to foods.
Now that you have an unrestrict­
ed diet, what food choices should 
you focus on that contribute to a 
healthy diet? Most people have heard 
about the food pyramid and have 
some idea of the foods that should be 
populating their dinner plate to pro­
mote healthy living, so 1 will not go 
into too much detail o f what healthy 
eating means. Instead I will highlight 
foods and cooking methods that are 
quick and easy to prepare in a kitch­
en less 11 foot by 13 foot room.
One o f the easiest choices for a 
quick and healthy snack on campus 
is fresh fruits and veggies. These fruits 
and veggies cannot only be found at 
Campus Market and Village Market, 
but also at quick stops such as The 
Avenue, Sandwich Factory and other 
Campus Dining complexes. These 
eateries all take Plu$ Dollars, so you 
won’t need to travel to a local grocery 
store or spend any extra money to fill 
up the fruit basket.
The key here is to switch things 
up to keep from boring your taste 
buds and getting burnt out. If one 
week you only grab apples, oranges, 
carrots and celery from The Avenue, 
next week try mangos, kiwis, eda- 
mame and sweet peas from C>ampus 
Market. If you still want more vari­
ety and want to stay on campus, look 
into the Cal Poly U-Pick program.
A rookie mistake often made 
by new freshmen is not using their 
meal credit to the fullest. When us­
ing a meal credit on campus you get 
up to a certain set amount o f money 
—  so, if you still have 70 cents left 
after picking out your dinner, use
the extra to buy a 65-cent fruit for 
tomorrow’s snack. This way you save 
yourself from needlessly using Plu$ 
Dollars later to buy the same fruit 
from an eatery that does not accept 
meal credits. All too many freshmen 
either waste that 70 cents by not 
purchasing anything or add to their 
temptations by grabbing another 
candy bar at every meal.
Now for prepping food in the 
dorms. Although there is a kitchen, 
it is rather small and must be shared 
with all residents of the dorms, so it is 
nice to know how to prep study snacks 
in the comfort o f your own room. 
Immediately you think your options 
are limited to only boxed foods. Cup 
Noodles and the fresh ffuits/veggies 
mentioned before. However, you 
would be surprised about the lesser 
known options available.
As previously mentioned, do not 
forbid foods such as Cup Noodles, 
but do be cautious as these foods 
are high in sodium and convenience 
is not enough to mask the lowered 
nutritional state. Instead, look for
canned soups low in sodium and 
rich in other nutrients such as Amy’s 
Soup. You could even add some 
brown rice (left over from 19 Metro 
Station the night before).
One key to healthy eating is 
knowing what it is you are rating. If 
you make your own food, you know 
what goes into it and have the ability 
to keep certain health goals in mind. 
The trouble in college is many stu­
dents do not think they will have the 
time or possess the skills to prepare 
their own snacks and meals, so they 
tend to purchase already prepared 
food. Don’t shy away from cooking 
only because you think you don’t 
have the means. Look to the best 
college tool for cooking —  the mi­
crowave: it is quick, easy and conve­
niently found right in the dorms
There are cookbooks dedicated 
to cooking with only microwaves, 
which can serve as a thoughtful and 
useful housewarming gift for your 
new roommate. Sweet potatoes,
see Freshm an 15, 2 6
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baked potatoes, artichokes and many 
other veggies can be quickly pre­
pared by being placed in the micro- 
wave. Oatmeal, millet and couscous 
are ail grains that can also be quickly 
cooked with ease in the microwave.
So, ail those recipes you thought 
were once restricted to a kitchen can 
now be explored through use o f the 
microwave. Even omelets can be cre­
ated in the microwave —  the possi­
bilities are endless.
Although there are many other 
tips with keeping health in mind and 
striving for satisfying food on cam­
pus, I will present jusl one more.
College is about stepping out and 
learning to live on your own. It is nice 
to get some guidance and help, but if 
I give you all the answers to what and 
where to eat on campus it becomes 
more like rules, and lets face it, rules 
just tempt us to break them. So, ex­
plore and own your healthy eating 
habits here at Cal Poly, and remem­
ber this last piece o f advice.
When looking at all the food op­
tions here on campus, look at them 
as if they were puzzle pieces, not al­
ready set in stone. If you look at each 
food individually, you can mix and 
match the pieces each day to create 
a plethora o f variety and flavor. The 
-steamed veggies at Vista Grande do 
not have to be just a side to the tur­
key, they can be taken back to the
dorm and added to pasta to cre­
ate a pasta salad for tomorrows 
lunch. The beans at the salad bar 
don’t have to go into a salad, you 
could put some cheese on them, 
pop them into the microwave 
and dip chips into them for a 
late night study snack. The sliced 
ham served at 19 Metro Station 
for dinner can be used the next 
morning for an omelet.
Like I said, the possibilities are 
endless —  college living does not 
discourage healthy caung, it pres­
ents an opportunity for you to chal­
lenge yourself and piece together 
your own style o f healthy eating.
Editors note: Jfjis article was origi­
nally published M arch 10, 2011.
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“The great news is that it looks like the project is on time and it's the last final 
push,” Director of ASI programs Marcy M alo^ said about the construction 
date. “This will be thé most minimal impact since the beipnning.” ...
Rec Center closing 
until January 2012
so
Karlee Prazak
K AR l.F, f. P R A /A  K. M .MAIL, f :OM
The Cal Poly Recreation Center will 
be clo.sed for approximately seven 
month.s starting in June, said Rick 
Johnson, executive director o( As.so- 
ciated Students Inc. (ASI) at the .ASI 
Board o f Directors meeting Teh. 23. 
The current Universitv’ Union fee ot 
S i 3.1.13 will remain part ol tuition 
despite the g\’m l>cing closed.
Jithnson said the Recreation 
Center closure will take place im­
mediately following the spring com­
mencement ceremonies and will 
remain clo.sed throughout the Sum­
mer and l all‘2 0 1 1 Quarters.
Dirc*ctor ot ASI programs Marcy 
Malone said this is a mandatory 
step toward finishing the Recreation 
(^ m er construction, which is slated 
to be comfileted in December.
*‘\Xe w’cre able to make it a fitness 
area for .is long as possible,” Malone 
said. “We knew at .some [>oim the 
ctmtractors would need it back.”
In contradiction to Malone’s 
statement, when the students voted 
on the two-year-long expansion in 
Pebruar) 2(K)8, it was initially said 
the Recreation Center would re­
main open, in faa, one o f the top 
10 reasons argued to support the ref­
erendum wxs that, “The Recreation 
Center will remain open during con­
struction, .ilthough the entrance may 
change and some components will 
Ix’ i)tflinc during the expansion,” a«, 
cording to the ASI Recreation Center 
Expansion F.AQ s Web page.
Business administration junior 
Kaitlyn Dondero said fall quartci 
will be the mpst diflicult lime for 
the Recreation Center to lie closed.
“It will lx  frustrating to not have 
.somewhere to go and have a break, 
especially during fall quarter when 
people arc going to want to come 
back and use the gym,” she said.
But the desire to finish the con­
struction on time means handing 
the Recreation Center over to the 
contractors; a necessary step at this 
point, Malone said.
“The great news is that m e^ s it 
looks like the projea is on time and 
it’s the last final push,” Malone said. 
“This will be the most minimal im- 
p aa  since the beginning. If  we only 
had one quarter o f major impact in
a two-year project that’s something 
we’re really proud of.”
During the closure period the facil­
ity sers'ing as the temporary' gym will 
undergo necc.«ary renovations. Malone- 
said it took tw'o to three months to 
convert that fiicility into the temporary 
gy-in. However, the reconversion pro­
cess is expcctcti tt> take an .idditional 
three months lxcau.se of renovations.
The main floors will be taken out 
and additional floor, roof and paint 
work will be done to reconvert that 
facility into basketball courts and a 
weightlifting area —  what the area 
was before construction started.
lorin Torbitt, chair o f the Univer­
sity Union Atlvisory Board said clo.s- 
ing the Recreation Center is necessary 
to get the construction done on time 
and correctly. Once it became known 
that the contr.ictors would need the 
entire facility- to finish construction, 
the University' Union Advisory Board 
tried to have it rake place only during 
summer, she said. ,
“While it’s unfortunate (that the 
Recreation C e^nrer will close), par­
ticularly during fall quarter because 
during summer impact will be pretty- 
low, we have to hand it off to the con­
tractors so by January we have the fa­
cility,” Torbitt said. “Up to this point, 
we’ve done the best we can to keep it 
o|xn as much os pos.siblc."
('hris Murphy, a civil engineering 
junior, said since the Recreation Cen­
ter will be clo.sed C’al Poly should offer 
Students .ilternarives lor working out.
“(.’al Poly should relocate equip­
ment for u.s to workout somewhere 
cl.se on campus.” .Murphy said.
Another concern among sttidcnt.s 
is the $(»5 increase to the University 
Union tee beginning once the new fa­
cility opens. Torbitt said the Universi­
ty- Union Advisory Board has done its 
Ixst not to implement the fee so far.
Malone said the current Univer­
sity Union fee will remain because it 
is a part o f the fee system.
“This money is part o f a fiscal 
package and getting the expansion 
done,” Malone said. “The fee is the 
fee is the fee."
Vince Benvin, a biomedical engi­
neering junior who regularly works out 
at the Recreation Center, said the uni­
versity is not doing its best to inform
see Rec Center, pnge 28
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When Randy Fischback told his sister 
he was traveling to watch his son Ste­
ven Fischback pitch against Missouri, 
she broke down in tears. After an in­
jury halted Fischbacks MLB-geared 
career close to three years ago, she 
never thought this day would come.
And at times, Fischback didn’t 
cither.
“I remember just kind o f throw­
ing in the bullpen, my arm just act­
ing up, throwing 81 and just think­
ing, ‘Wow, when am I going to have 
to call it quits?’” Fischback said. “1 
wasn’t going to do it until I either 
hun myself again or the coach told 
me I wasn’t going to play. There were 
definitely times where I thought 
both those situations might arise.”
After his sophomore season, Fis­
chback tore the labrum in his right 
shoulder playing catch —  sending 
what was a career that looked to be 
steamrolling toward the major leagues 
in a downward spiral o f pain and re­
hab iliution. One twist o f the shoul­
der benched Fischback for 113 games 
and left him unable to return to the 
game he loved for close to three years.
“No one can predict an injury, 
and when you arc the parent o f a 
pitcher, in terms o f pitching, that is 
your worst nightmare,” Randy said. 
“You quickly start hearing about oth­
er people’s success stories, and then 
you hear the horror stories. It was a 
real mixed bag, and after the injury, 
we just didn’t know what to think.”
But after three years o f hard- 
fought rehab, Fischback’s back. He 
went 4 1/3 innings and allowed four 
earned runs to Missouri iii his first 
game back with the Mustangs since 
May 25, 2008. On Feb. 27, he went 
five innings and gave up three earned 
runs against Oklahoma State.
It’s hardly the picture perfect return 
he imagined, but following the blur o f 
bullpen sessions and grueling exercises, 
not even a few blemishes on the sut 
sheet could knock the smile off Fis­
chback’s fiux. After all, he has come a 
long way just to get to this point.
Long toss
Fischback’s career was just on 
its way up, before everything came 
crumbling down.
After starting just three games his 
freshman year, Fischback staned 14 
the next season. He finished with a 
4.55 ERA in a team-high 85 innings. 
He also racked up 79 strikeouts and 
held batters to a .263 batting average.
“Leaving high school, we 
thought his career was on a good 
solid upward trajectory,” Randy 
said. “He had a decent freshman 
year, but it was very solid sopho­
more year, so we thought he would 
get drafted after his junior year and
go pro and all that.”
There was a certain hype about 
Fischback. After his sophomore 
season, and a summer season in the 
Alaskan Baseball League with the 
Mat-Su Miners, the M LB scouts 
started talking. He was tabbed as the 
25th-best prospect in College Base­
ball Top 50 Countdown.
Then, the pain started.
“I threw 85 innings my sopho­
more year and then I went to Alaska 
and threw 30 to 40 more, which my 
body had never done,” Fischback 
said. “It crossed my mind that might 
do something.”
Turns out, it did.
After heading back home follow-
ing a summer up north, Fischback 
found out he tore cartilage in his 
chest, where the ribs meet the ster­
num. No surgery was required, but it 
did take some months o f rehabilita­
tion to get back to the field. When he 
was cleared to play, he immediately 
took the field again.
“If you could put a moment on 
it, that is when it happened,” Fisch­
back said. “I started throwing over 
Christmas break, just on a football 
field back up north in Walnut Creek 
... Long toss, playing catch probably 
about 100 feet.”
In a matter o f minutes, Fischback’s 
pitching career came to a screeching 
halt. After all the years he spent play­
ing baseball, all the innings he pitched 
to get his Division I scholarship and 
all the hard work he put in to getting 
to this point, a tom labrum nearly 
wiped the slate clean. He underwent 
surgery, remaining optimistic his ca­
reer would still be on track.
But as time went on, his arm said 
otherwise.
“The doctor said nine to 12 
months,” Randy said. “If Steven 
was going to come back, he’d know 
in nine to 12 months. Well, nine 
months went by and he said ‘It’s still 
7 sore. I can barely throw’ and then 
12 months went by and then he just
V .
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students whenever changes occur with 
Recreation Center conscruaion.
“(ASI) hasn't done as good o f a 
job as possible to communicate with 
the students about updates and a 
timeline,” Benvin said.
He said this is important because 
at any other gym members would nor 
be forced to pay when they do not 
have access to facilities.
“ Ihey shouldn’t allow the fees to 
be Implemented if we can’t have ac­
cess to the gym for essentially half a 
year,” Benvin said. “This is definitely 
unfair since we’re paying for the Rec­
reation Center to be built.”
But not all students feel the same.
Matty Muriates, an industrial en­
gineering junior, said he focuses on 
the other facilities the fees still pay 
for on campus.
“ llic way 1 sec it is that the Recre­
ation Center incorporates a lot more 
than just the gym, like intramurals 
and the sports complex,” he said.
Even so, Murphy said if Cal 
Poly is not willing to relocate fitness 
equipment, the university should 
find another alternative for students.
“Since the fees aren’t being re­
duced, (Cal Poly) should provide us 
with oft-campus gym memberships,” 
Murphy said.
Even though students are still 
required to pay this fee, local gyms 
might see an increase in membership 
from students willing to pay addi­
tional money for gym access.
C lub 24 manager Sanaz Rahimi 
said although she was unaware of the 
closure until the Mustaiig Daily’s call, 
she wants students looking for otlier 
gym options to consider ClUb 24 be­
cause of its convenience (it is the clos­
est gym to Cal Poly, located on Foot­
hill Boulevard), among other reasons.
In the past, ClUb 24 has waived 
the enrollment fee for Cal Poly stu­
dents unable to access the Recre­
ation Center. Rahimi said this is an 
option the gym will consider, espe­
cially after seeing students come to 
the facility the last time the Recre­
ation Center was closed from June 
to September 2009.
“A lot (of students) replied that at 
first they could just run outside and 
do sit-ups at home, but day after day 
that workout routine becomes mo­
notonous,” Rahimi said. “So, having 
a facility where you can have a locker 
room, inclusive equipment and class­
es will definitely help. Tliere’s only so 
much you can do ttutsidc."
As far as alternative forms of exer­
cise on campus, Anderson Pool will 
remain open during certain hours for 
lap swimming, and intramural sports 
will still take place. Malone .said ASI 
will look for alternative ways to keep 
students active as well.
“We haven’t gotten that far yet,” 
Malone said. “This is just really the 
beginning stages of informing.”
Copy editor M argaret Pack contributed 
to this article.
E ditor’s note: Ihis article was originally 
published Feb. 28, 2011.
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said, '1 don’t think I am going to 
throw again.’”
Serviceable
Randy recalls one specific conver­
sation he had with Fischback, word 
for word.
Close to the 12-month deadline 
his doctor had set for him, his arm 
still felt sore. His fastball still regis­
tered in the low 80s and —  at this 
point —  a return to collegiate domi­
nance looked far out o f the picture.
“Dad, 1 would just love to get back 
out on the mound and just be service­
able,” Randy recalls his son telling 
him. “I would like to get back to the 
team and just give them some service­
able innings. If  1 pitched the 6th and 
7th inning in a few games it would 
just be so fun to get out there again.”
Fischback knew the history. Arm 
surgeries for pitchers pretty much act 
like brick walls. You either pick up 
enough steam to get past it, or you 
simply never do. Not even M LB stars 
like Mark Prior and Jason Schmidt 
could work hard enough to revive 
their careers after arm injuries.
But digit by digit on the radar gun, 
Fischback aimed for a comeback.
“He went through weeks and 
months at a time where things didn’t 
get better and we had to shut him 
down and revaluate his throwing 
program,” head coach Larry Lee said. 
“He got to a certain point where 
progress was very slow and limited."
And despite setback after set­
back, Fischback kept to it. Velocity 
remains the hardest thing to regain. 
Before the injury, Fischback would 
consistendy clock a low 90 mile per 
hour fastball. During his recovery, he 
would sit in the bullpen and —  at 
best —  scrape 81.
Two years later, after countless 
hours in the bullpen, Fischback is 
back to an 86 to 89 mile per hour fast­
ball, almost 10 miles per hour better 
than what he was throwing in the fall.
“He has worked really hard and 
he has Been rehabbing,” pitcher Kyle 
Anderson said. “He is definitely put­
ting in the work and it is his time 
now, he deserves it.”
Don’t call it a comeback
Pitching hasn’t been C’al Poly’s 
strong suit in recent seasons.
With a staff ERA of 6.75, Cal Poly 
struggled to a 23-32 record last year. 
Injuries plagued the Mustangs on the 
mound, and with relievers filling in for 
starters, it was hard for (a l  Poly to find 
success. With Fischback now healthy, 
some of his teammates arc hoping they 
can turn that number around. The 
better Fischback can do, the better the 
team will do, Andersen said.
“1 think those will correlate pret­
ty strongly,” Anderson said. “If he 
pitches real well, like 1 know he can, 
I feel like we can go a long way.”
If Fischback does return to the 
pitcher he used to be, l.ee will have 
a new weapon to work with. With 
Mason Radeke starting on Fridays, 
Fischback is expected to pitch Sat­
urdays and provide a 1-2 punch ('al 
Poly hasn’t had for years.
“He is a key component of having
MUSTANG DAILY FILE PHOTO
Jeffrey Armstrong began his presidency Feb. 1. He will receive a yearly salary of 
$392,000 in addition to a housing allowance and additional benefits.
Armstrong’s salary confirmed
Leticia Rodriguez
I.ETlCIARODRIGUEZ.MD@GMAIL.COM
The California State University 
(CSU) Board o f Trustees approved 
the annual salary for newly appoint­
ed Cal Poly President Jeffrey Arm­
strong on Jan. 26.
Armstrong, who began his presi­
dency Feb. 1, receives $350,000 as an 
annual salary, $12,000 in a yearly car 
allowance and a $30,000 annual sal­
ary supplement provided by the Cal
Poly Foundation. In addition, Arm­
strong is provided a to-bc-deter- 
mined monthly housing allowance 
until he moves into the University 
House on May 1.
Sucia Momburg, public affairs 
ream leader for university adminis­
tration, said Armstrongs finalized 
yearly salary will save the state ap­
proximately $8,000 a year compared 
to former President Warren Baker’s
see S alary , p ag e  3 0
a good weekend starting rotation,” 
Lee said. “We’re hoping that as the 
srason progresses, he gets better with 
each outing. He’ll be a big part o f our 
success, so we hope that he gets back 
to where he used to be.”
After what seemed to be an im­
probable comeback to the field this 
season, Fischback is certainly on that 
path. Against Missouri, Fischback re­
tired nine straight batters and posted 
three straight scoreless innings. He 
then went on to shutout Oklahoma 
State in three innings after giving up 
three runs in the first on Feb. 27.
“I think as the season goes on, 
there is no reason he can’t get back to 
what he was doing on the mound as 
a sophomore,” Anderson said.
Still, after a comeback where Fis­
chback showed everybody the things 
he can do, there are still things he 
can’t. But amidst all the negatives, 
Fischback sees positives. In the pro-
<^e can predict an injury, 
when you are the parent of 
a pitcher, in term s of pilil|ih|| 
that is your worst nightm are.'
—  Randy Fischback
Steven Pischback’s father
cess o f picking up the pieces o f a 
shattered MLB dream, baseball has 
become less stressful. There are no 
more scouts to impress, and no more 
stats to pad.
Slowly, this game has become 
so much more than just a shot at 
a paycheck.
“Baseball has become a lot more 
fun," Fischback said. “1 don’t view it
as a future career anymore. I would 
welcome being drafted after this year, 
but it has become a lot more about 
just enjoying my last year and leaving 
everything on the table.”
And for Fischback, that satisfac­
tion is worth millions.
E ditor’s note: Tins article was original­
ly published M arch 1, 2011.
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$400,000 compensation package. 
Toward the end o f his presidency, 
Baker lived in a house off campus 
and in addition to his flat salary of 
$328,000 and a $12,000 car allow­
ance, he also received $60,000 a year 
in a housing allowance.
“So by living in the house not only 
is Armstrong closer to the students 
and the campus community, but we 
are also in turn having salary savings 
by (Armstrong) choosing to live in the 
house,” Momburg said. “5k) by doing 
that, we arc iilso benefiting.”
However, Momburg and l.arry 
Kelley, vice president for Administra­
tion and Finance said the additional 
$30,000 does not come from the state 
and does not have a financial impact 
on students. The additional funds 
come from an unrestricted section of 
the Cal Poly Foundation through pri­
vate donations that are available for 
the benefit of the university.
“There’s always a rule on money 
that we get, but the difference be­
tween restricted and unrestricted 
would be if the donor had restricted 
the money to go to biology, for ex­
ample, then that would go to biol­
ogy only,” Kelley said. “If the donor 
gave money in an unrestricted man­
ner then that money can go to the 
benefit of the university. In other 
words, they’re not tagged for any 
specific program."
Ih e  additional money was ap­
proved by CkSU ('hancellor Charles 
B. Reed in an effort to keep the 
salaries of the 23 CSU presidents on 
roughly the same level. When asked 
why there is such a difference in salar\' 
.scales between the presidents, Mike 
Uhlenkamp, a spokesperson for the 
CSU, .said the Board of Trustees and 
the C.!hanccllor determine the “value” 
of the position based upon the oper­
ating budget o f the university, the size 
o f the university, the cost o f living in 
the area, student enrollment and the 
level of experience a candidate brings 
to the position.
“The idea is that they’re trying to 
keep the salaries within the same level 
or roughly within the same ballparks 
as the other presidents,” Uhlenkamp 
said. “The board and the Chancel­
lor determined what was going to 
be the value for this position. The
Board of Trustees and the Chancellor 
determined that President Armstrong 
would successfiilly carry on the work 
that President Baker did and it was de­
termined that this would be the salary 
for this position.”
Despite the Chancellor’s deci­
sion to offer Armstrong a sum not 
tied to the state’s budget, not every­
one is pleased with what Armstrong 
is receiving. Computer engineering 
junior Slava Markeyev said although 
he assumes the role o f president is ex­
hausting, he does not think the salary 
o f the president is entirely fair.
“If  he does well, and well find 
out in a year’s time, I wouldn’t say it’s 
unfair, but I don’t know how much 
work it actually is,” Markeyev said. 
“At the same time, with budget cuts, 
he needs to be hurting because the 
rest o f the university is hurting too.” 
But even with the current budget 
problems facing the (3SU system. As­
sociated Students Inc. President Sarah 
Storelli said Armstrong is deserving of 
the salary and cares about the univer­
sity. Storelli, who had no part in the 
final decision of Armstrong’s wages, 
said the amount is fair and because 
some deans make the same amount, it 
could have been higher. She was also 
unsurprised by the $30,000 offered by 
the Ckil Poly Foundation.
“The board was willing to get 
someone with stellar quality so they 
were prepared to offer that amount,” 
Storelli said. “They arc the university 
president so they’re always traveling 
or dealing with the university, wheth­
er that’s dealing with faculty or deal­
ing with students or the dean. It’s not 
just a showboating p>osition.”
In addition to housing and a 
$3^)2,000 yearly compensation pack- 
.i^e, Armstrong receives additional 
benefits related to his relocation to 
California (including storage fees o f 
his belongings until he can move into 
the University House), any expenses 
contracted from the selling of his 
house in Michigan and reimburse­
ment related to “travel and relocation 
cxpcn.scs.” Uhlenkamp said the final 
cost o f these expenses will be looked 
over and approved or rejected by the 
Chancellor at a later date.
N ikol Schiller contributed to this 
article.
Editor's note: This article was oripnaUy 
published Jan . 26, 2011.
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How to becom e a 
M ustang
Freshman shares advice 
for prospective students
J.J . Jm kins is a  journalism firshm an and  
Mustang Daily firshm an columnist.
What a difference a year makes. Ap­
proximately one year ago, most col­
lege freshmen were in the midst o f se- 
nioritis when they received Cal Poly s 
acceptance letter.
After the less than satisfactory 
application process, we were just 
glad to see our status pending be­
cause it meant Cal Poly had received 
our papers. Mercifully, the day came 
when the status changed and, after 
a quick celebration session, we no­
tified our parents whose dreams o f 
us being turned down, thus saving 
thousands o f dollars, came crashing 
down upon them.
Whether or not Cal Poly was your 
top school or your backup, for some 
reason or another you chose to come 
to San Luis Obispo, committing four 
(who am I kidding, five) years o f your 
life to this college.
The last two months o f high school 
were a complete pain in the ass. We 
begged teachers to let us get on with 
our lives and sat through too long 
graduation sessions (Was that acoustic 
Jay-Z cover by the girl going to Juil- 
liard really necessary?) before finally 
holding our tickets to Cal Poly.
In this year o f growth, we, o f 
course, grew infinitely wiser, and I 
believe it is now my duty to speak to 
any current high school senior creep­
ing on the Mustang Daily website or 
leafing through the paper on their 
too long campus tour.
My first piece o f advice is to avoid 
the addiction o f C o l l^  Confidential 
and similar sites. I assure you, as much 
as the alumni from 1954 or that mom 
who posts 100 times a day daim to 
know, they’re not current freshmen and 
simply parrot what they hear from* oth­
er sources that don’t know much either.
Another thing to be aware o f is that 
we future upper classmen are honesdy 
stoked to sec the class o f 2015 around 
campus during Week o f Welcome - 
(WOW) in September. I have daily dis­
cussions with my future Co about how 
great our W 0 W  group will be and the 
fun aedvitii^e have planned.
The oH fsiof “W OW ie!” heard 
when yon walk around campus at 
SOAR ot litil Launch are not meant 
to patronize, we have honestly just 
waited months for your arrival.
Another unique aspea about Cal 
Poly I failed to realize before I pulled up 
in San Luis Obispo is that the major-
' ■ e t. ' » « 37 « . v>
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ity of students you see walking around 
campus are fieshmen and sophomores. 
Few juniors or seniors live on campus, 
so your first two years are spent social­
izing with people around your age.
This also makes the campus feel 
smaller in terms of the number of 
students because upper dassmen tend 
to occupy a different social sphere off- 
campus. The 18,000 (or whatever they 
say it is now) undergraduates end up 
feeling like 6,000 to 8,000, not exactly 
a small liberal arts college but certainly 
not the typical sate school.
1 can rarely walk to campus or 
grab food without running into at 
least two people I know.
Before I meshed into my current 
fiicnd group, 1 went to 19 Metro Su- 
tion alone for dinner a few times ex­
pecting to sit in siletKe, but each time 
1 found groups of people that eagerly 
wdcomed me to sit with them.
Bur now to the juicy pan. fhe so­
cial scene at Cal Poly is both more and 
less incense than I previously imag­
ined. If you like to party, there arc 
people who will make up stupid allit­
erations involving the day of the week 
(i.e. Thirsty Ihursday) to give credence 
to a desire to loosen up.
Although tioise ordinances pain 
party throwers, using good judgment 
can keep you out of sticky situations.
On the flip side, if you don’t like 
to drink or grind with random girls 
in a dark basement, a si^ ificant 
segment o f campus, refrain from the 
“typicaT college social experience.
Hangittg out downtown then 
heading back to the dorms for a 
movie with friends is not an uncom­
mon oocunence on weekends. As a 
person who does not fit squarely into 
one group or another, Tve found that 
when I do go out there is little pressure 
to drink or engage in behavior that I 
otherwiie would avoid.
By finding good friends on ci­
ther end o f the spectrum, you will be 
pleased with your choice o f Cal Poly.' '
In the meantime, get back to work 
dedinit^ thoK „other colleges, send 
out thme graduation notices to rake iri 
the cash (you will need it once you get 
addicted to Fiiestone Grill) and start 
getting pumped for San Luis Obispo.
High schoolers feel free to shoot 
me questions at jjjenkins.md@>gmail. 
com (three Js). I apolt^zc if I miss it 
as I sort through my fan mail.
Editor) note: This article was originalfy 
published Feb. 28 ,2011.
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Sp rin kle s, cereal or bacon?
SLO Donut Co. rolls onto the SLO
doughnut scene
Catherine Borgeson <
CATHERlNEBORUESON.MD@GMAIL.COM
Husband and wife team Jacob and Jes­
sie Pickering saw a need in San Luis 
Obispo for a place where students 
and community members could relax, 
study and eat doughnuts.
They met the need by opening 
SLO Donut Co. in the Foothill Plaza 
in September.
“My wife and I have always talked 
about doing a doughnut shop because 
we both enjoy doughnuts and coffee,” 
owner Jacob said. “We wanted to be 
next to Cal Poly and Cuesta College 
to provide a space for people to just 
hang. To me that’s what a doughnut 
shop is —  where someone can hang 
out and eat coffee and doughnuts all 
the time.”
To make “hanging” easier, the 
Pickerings kept in mind what stu­
dents have and what they need. They 
designed the store to house large 
tables with plenty o f space to spread 
out books and laptops. Four outlets 
at every table supply enough power 
to charge all the electronic devices 
students accumulate.
The shop is open 24 hours with 
free Wi-Fi. There is even a library 
where customers can borrow books 
and take them home, provided they 
replace it with a book o f their own 
for others to read.
Jacob is also a general contractor. 
He recycled the lumber from a sum­
mer housing project he worked on to 
construa the base o f the counter, the 
back of the benches and the column 
in the comer o f the shop. He also built
all the tables and furniture.
Before opening the store, the Pick­
erings went around to other doughnut 
shops to figure out what they liked 
and didn’t like.
“I have a lot o f per peeves when it 
comes to dou^nut shops,” Jacob said. 
“So one day, instead of going wine 
tasting, we went doughnut tasting to 
point out exactly what they all are.”
These pet peeves include cleanli­
ness and how all doughnut shops 
seem stuck in the ‘90s, Jacob said.
“We wajitcd a place that’s a little 
more up to date and clean —  a place 
where we are not ashamed to show 
our kitchen off,” Jacob said.
Doughnut stores run in the family. 
Jessie grew up around doughnuts. Her 
f ^ i ly  ovms dificrent doughnut shops 
in locales ranging from Michigan to 
Texas to Los Angeles.
“1 told myself I would never own a 
doughnut store,” Jessie said. “But I am 
really happy now."
fhe doughnut shop has been 
open for approximately seven 
months and business has been good. 
Any given night the tables are filled 
with students studying. On Saturday 
and Sunday mornings there is a line 
out the door for their doughnuts, Ja­
cob said.
“I am not a doughnut baker, but I 
am a doughnut eater," Jacob said. “I 
try to think o f what fellow doughnut 
eaters would enjoy. I have the space 
to do whatever I want, the possibili­
ties are endless.”
Jacob said such thoughts include 
“If 1 was stoned, what would look 
good to me?”
And thus the cereal doughnut 
was created. Whether it’s the flavor 
o f the cereal, the novelty or just the 
bright colors, it sells out by 11 p.m. 
on Fridays and Saturdays, he said.
While the cereal doughnut ap­
peals to munchie-sufferers, the 
store’s best-selling doughnut is the 
maple bacon doughnut.
Community member Robert 
Gorman has l>cen going to SLO 
Donut C^ o. for his coffee and dough­
nut fix ever since Starbucks got his 
girlfriend’s coffee order wrong three 
times in a row. He said the maple 
bacon doughnut is his favorite.
“Maple bacon doughnuts rock,”
Gorman said. “Bacon is one o f the 
few meats that go well with sugar 
and everyone loves maple bacon, so 
a maple bacon doughnut is'a logi­
cal step.”
As far as Gorman’s overall cxjjcri- 
cnce at Sl.O  Donut Co., he has been 
impressed.
“I have faith in the owners,” Gor­
man said. “'Ihey’ve been really ac­
commodating. I came by the other 
day and they were fresh out o f maple 
bacon doughnuts; they weren’t plan­
ning on making another batch for an CATHERINE b o r g eso n  m u s t a n g  d a il y
SLO Donut Co. hit the San Luis Obispo doughnut scene in September, bringing 
see SLO Donut Co., page 3 4  innovative, nontraditional flavors, including cereal.
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continued from  page 33
hour and a half. The owner was nice 
enough to re-glaze a regular maple 
one and sprinkle some bacon on it 
so 1 ended up getting the doughnut I 
wanted.”
To help customers get the exact 
doughnut they want, a “create your 
own doughnut” bw (inspired by 
Yogurt Creations) offiirs a variety of 
different syrups and sprinkles to per­
sonalize any doughnut.
Mechanical engineering senior 
Josh Grip goes to SLO Donut Co. 
to study and enjoys the “create your 
own doughnut” bar.
“Its cool you can dress up your 
doughnuts like fro-yo,” Grip said. 
“I think SLO Do Co. is pretty sick. 
It has a good atmosphere and cheap 
prices. And the location is huge —  
its close enough for freshmen who 
don’t have cars and close enough to 
the party scene on the weekends.”
Grip said SLO Donut Co. will 
out-compete the existing doughnut 
shops in the area.
“In my opinion,-Sunshine is go­
ing to tank,” he said. “I think by De­
cember 2011 it will be closed."
But Sovatah Isebrands, owner
•  V
o f Sunshine Donuts'for the past 17 
years, does not seem to think so.
“I don’t see a difference in busi­
ness,” Isebrands said. “Sunshine has 
been here for so many years —  all 
the customers are still coming and 
are still happy.”
To reach out to the students, 
SLO Donut Co. is on Facebook 
and has more than 1,700 Tikes.’ 
In early October, SLO Donut Co. 
had an impromptu contest via 
Facebook with a status that read 
“Michelle is working right now 
—  come check out her witch cos­
tume.” Another status followed, 
reading: “C O N T E ST  —  the first 
three people in the next hour that 
come in and sing a rap about Mi­
chelles witch costume gets a free 
doughnut o f choice!”
Within 20 minutes the “Three 
Amigos” came in and rapped to the 
tune of Eminem’s “Lose Yourself” 
with lyrics that included: “If you 
had one doughnut, one hat and a 
kid at the front door, would you 
scare him?”
“I was blown away by the 
quick turnaround o f the contest,” 
Jacob said.
Since their opening, SLO Do­
nut Co. has had regular contests, as 
well as live music shows.
“We just want to be a cool place 
that people don’t mind sitting and 
hanging out at,” Jacob said. “We 
wrote a list o f how we could be 
different and we’re just going to 
keep adding to it. If it’s received 
well we’ll keep it; if not, we’ll try 
something new. When we do a 
doughnut shop we want to do it 
completely different than any other 
doughnut shop.”
Editor's note: This article was orgini- 
alfy published Oct. 27, 2010.
Tattoo rem oval: reasons to 
rethink the tram p stam p
Erik Hansen is a graduate student 
pursuing a Master o f  Public Policy.
So you decided it is time for a life­
style change; you quit smuggling 
drugs for M S -13, and are now 
studying for a more fulfilling —  
though less lucrative —  career in 
architectural engineering.
Great choice! However, vour 
face, neck, arms and knuckles are 
covered in constant reminders o f 
your “rebellious” youth —  tattoos.
Yup, it is time for the obliga­
tory “tattoo removal” article. In 
today’s job market you will need 
every competitive edge you can 
muster —  good luck finding a job 
looking like a freak.
You have probably seen the ad­
vertisements around school about 
where to get your neo-geek, hip­
ster ass inked.
While tattoos can be tasteful, 
tactful and unique (and the vast 
majority arc), getting Johnny’s 
name tattooed over your right 
boob probably wasn’t such a hot 
idea, especially after he left you 
high and dry. You stay classy!
Let’s run through the basics, 
no nonsense, so you can take that
costly decision and remedy it with 
an even more costly solution.
In 2008, a Harris Interactive 
Poll on "the motivation for tattoo 
removal found that 16 percent of 
respondents with at least one tattoo 
regretted getting at least one o f their 
tattoos (though it should also be
noted that 31 percent o f the respon­
dents also said their tattoos make 
them feel sexy).
O f those expressing regret, 20 
percent said it was because they felt 
they were too young when they got
see Tattoo, page 35
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the tattoo, 19 percent said because 
they are now marked for life (not so 
fast turbo!), 18 percent said they no 
longer like their tattoo and 16 per­
cent said it was because their tattoo 
fades over time.
Back in the day, when it was 
mostly badasses such as sailors. Ma­
rines and bikers getting tattoos, you 
also had to be a badass to get them 
removed. The only plausible op­
tions were dermabrasion —  taking a 
Black &  Decker sander to your flesh 
—  or excision —  cutting out the tat­
too and sewing together the skin (or 
sewing in spare/cadaver skin).
While these options are still 
available, and can even be done in 
the comlort o f your own home, la­
ser tattoo removal is your only ra­
tional choice —  specifically, the “Q- 
switched" laser. It should be noted 
that there are many “balms" on the 
market (that all run for about $100 
a jar) that, used over an extended 
period o f time, might fade your 
tattoo(s) a little. If you are willing 
to use the balm nightly over, say, six 
months to a year, and are only look­
ing to fade your tattoo(s) to cover 
with another tattoo, this might be a 
plausible option for you. Do keep in 
mind that each jar o f balm (if used 
nightly) will last about one month.
There is another, newer type of 
laser regimen being used for tattoo 
removal called “Intense Pulsed Light 
Therapy.” It also costs an arm and a 
leg, almost literally. The treatment is 
supp>osed to be quicker and less pain­
ful than Q-switched lasers —  howev­
er, due to the cost, this is a procedure 
not many students would be in the 
market for unless they marry well.
Getting a tattoo removed is much 
more expensive than getting the tat­
too itself. Generally (very generally), 
take the cost o f getting your tattoo(s), 
then multiply that cost by 10, and 
you have a rough idea o f what it is 
going to cost to get the ink removed.
This is not an area where you 
want to skimp though. Depending 
on where you go —  do your re- 
seil’ch, this is what something like 
Yelp is good for —  you can expect to 
pay $20 to $70 per square inch (of 
tattoo) per session. I don’t think you 
will get a AAA discount anywhere, 
but saying you’re a student might 
bump the price down a little.
There are quite a few variables in 
terms o f the timeframe o f the remov­
al process, including: color(s), pro­
fessionalism, location of tattoo, age 
o f tattoo and your general health.
For your basic, black, 3-square inch 
trampstamp, tribal band, or Yoda 
(which I would leave on), you can 
expect it to take at least six to nine 
sessions —  if  you are doing the 
math from our discussion above, 
that means you can expect to pay at 
least $360 to $1 ,890 to have your 
tattoo removed.
Sessions start at four weeks apart, 
and spread out to six to eight weeks 
apart as you progress. This means 
that you can expect your ninth ses­
sion to take place approximately 
one year from your first session —  
that is, if  you stay on schedule.
Ih e  reason for the extended 
timeframe is because it is not the 
laser that removes your tattoo, but 
rather your body. The laser breaks 
down the tattoo —  your body then 
takes the ink and ab.sorbs it into 
your system.
Similar to the fact that getting 
your tattoo removed will cost you 
more than getting your tattoo, get­
ting your tattoo removed will hurt 
a lot more than it did to get your 
tattoo. IFiere are topical “numbing” 
creams available at the doctor's of­
fice where you choose to have your 
tattoo removed for those with a 
low- to medium-pain threshold.
However, for those that go with­
out the numbing cream, 1 have heard 
many comparisons about how getting 
a tattoo removed feels. I think the 
best comparison to share would be 
to holding your body part (of which 
you are getting your tattoo removed), 
over a grease fryer for a couple of 
minutes and letting the hot oil sizzle 
.and bum you. That said, sessions are 
quite short; about three minutes for 
that 3-square inch p>ortrait of Yoda 
you have on your forearm.
Again, it is your body removing 
the ink —  thé laser is only break­
ing it up. If you arc sickly or your 
immune system is incapacitated, 
you should focus on making your­
self well before getting any tattoos 
removed. Expect to pay the full 
cost the doctor thinks it is going to 
take to remove your tattou(s) —  up 
front. If  it takes fewer sessions, they 
will likely reimburse you; if it takes 
more sessions, they will likely con­
tinue your visits at no cost.
And finally, have some realistic 
results in mind. Do not cxjjcct your 
skin to return to its “pre-unoo” state. 
More than likely, it will not. You can 
do an image search o f “uttoo removal 
before and after” to get an idea —  
you will likely always have a faint re­
minder o f your decisions past.
Editor's note: This article was orgini- 
ally published Nov. 9, 2010.
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• Messages relevant to your daily life
• Prayer that is personal and passionate
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• And that you matter to God and us
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experience freedom, joy, and life here! Welcome!
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The Salvation Army, an international movement, is an evangelical part of the 
Universal Christian Church.
Its message is based on the Bible. Its ministry is motivated by the love of 
God. Its mission is to preach the gospel of Jesus Christ and to meet human 
needs in His name without discrimination.
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Aggie turned Mustang: A 
tw ist of fate sends Abel 
from  UC Davis to Cal Poly
J.J. Jenkins
JJJENKINS.MD(2>GMA11..C0M
Just 13 monrhs ago, UC Davis’ 
Barrett Abel wrestled his way past 
Cal Poly to be crowned champion 
of the Pac-10 conference at 149 
pounds.
He received his trophy to the 
■ cheers o f a home crowd while 
wearing Davis’ signature blue and 
gold singlet, and remained bliss­
fully unaware o f what was to come.
Then, on April 16, Abel’s world 
turned on its head.
“Last year at this point, I had 
the next five, 10, 20 years o f my life 
planned out," Abel said. “1 knew 
what 1 wanted, what was next, then 
my world got rocked.’’
UC Davis, pressured by budget 
issues, cut its wrestling program.
UC Davis Athletics Director 
Greg Warzecka notified head coach 
Lennie Zalesky about the decision 
10 minutes before the information 
was publicly released, setting off 
a chain reaction that still echoes 
through the U C Davis community, 
according to reports.
While supporters rallied around 
the program and complaints were 
heard (and mostly dismissed), Abel 
scrambled to find a team to ac­
cept him for his senior season. He 
doubted anything could be done to 
rectify the situation at Davis and 
consequently set off on a voyage 
that would eventually land him in 
San Luis Obispo.
The journey hardened Abel, who 
bears his load stoically, but an un­
dercurrent o f institutional distrust 
resonates through his voice when he 
speaks about the betrayal o f the UC 
Davis athletic department.
“We had a promise from the 
athletic director that wrestling 
wasn’t going to be cut,” Abel said, 
his voice wavering. “We knew there 
were sports cuts coming, but we had 
been told not to worry about them, 
that we were fine.”
While the decision tested Abel’s 
low-key style, he took the conse­
quences in stride with the appropriate, 
but tough, steps to find a new home.
The day following the announce­
ment, about 25 coaches contacted 
Abel, one o f which was Cal Poly.
Co-head coach Mark Perrv rec- 
ogni/ed that Abel could be an asset 
even if it was only for a year.
“When it happened, 1 said, 
‘We want him here, let’s bring him 
down on a visit, ” Perry said. “Any­
time there’s a big transfer out there, 
we’re looking for him. Barrett is a 
good student; his head’s on straight. 
We’re trying to become a champion­
ship program, and those guys help.”
But it was hardly a dune deal. In 
the final month o f spring quarter, 
Abel was whisked away on a whirl­
wind tour o f the country, visiting 
colleges from Oregon to New York, 
while he was still taking 19 units of 
cour.sework.
Weighing the benefits and seeing 
light at the end o f the tunnel, a plau­
sible situation eventually emerged. 
Abel could compete in a familiar 
conference with a familiar setting,
see Abel, page 3 9
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After UC Davis cut its wrestling program, Barrett Abel transfered to Cal Poly 
and went 30-11 in his first season as a Mustang.
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From Fisher-Price hoops to Cal Poly’s history book
Jerome Goyhenetche
JEROMEGOYHENETCHE.MO@>GMAIL.COM
It seemed like any other gift from 
father to son, but this one was a bit 
different. The Fisher-Price basket­
ball hoop given by Kermit Lewis to 
his son Shawn Lewis would change 
Shawns life forever.
That toy sparked a love for a game 
that would keep Shawn inseparable 
from basketball. It was in those 
earliest moments o f his childhood, 
shooting in the hoop with his dad, 
that Shawn knew he wanted to make 
basketball his life.
“I started on that litde Fisher-Price 
basketball hoop, and it just stuck with 
me,” Shawn said. “Ever since then, 
I’ve been attraaed to basketball and 
wanted to make that my career.”
The rest is Cal Poly history.
In the Mustangs’ 43-39 vic­
tory over Pacific this season, Shawn 
scored 11 points to establish himself 
as one o f the program’s elite scorers 
by becoming the 16th player in Cal 
Poly’s 85-year basketball history to 
surpass the 1,000-point mark.
“Shawn is able to make plays that 
nobody else on the team can make,” 
head coach joe Callero said. “He has 
the quickness, strength, athleticism 
and experience that has been critical.” 
His success with his team stems 
from his parents. Shawn’s parents 
were his biggest inspiration growing 
up and he said their work ethic is what 
drove him to work hard in basketball.
“They were very goal-oriented,” 
Shawn said. “They work hard at what 
they do. That’s what you have to do 
in basketball, and that's what they’ve 
instilled in me since I was little.” 
Shawn took his first shots on a 
real hoop just a couple years later 
when he went to watch his dad play 
in an adult basketball league. At 
halftime and every timeout, Shawn 
would run out on court, with a bas­
ketball almost as big as he was, and 
take a few shots before the team took 
the coun again.
Kermit said Shawn became more 
infatuated with basketball while 
watching him play, even though he 
tried other spom.
“I introduced him to other 
sports but basketball was all he 
wanted to play,” Kermit said. “He 
pretty much fell in love with it.” 
Kermit said it was the love that 
drove Shawn to make himself better 
and excel on his basketball teams.
“He loved the game to the point 
where he really wanted to do it,” 
Kermit said. “There wasn’t any 
pushing from me, he just enjoyed 
playing the game. It was his sheer 
drive that got him involved and to 
the point where he is now. As far as 
motivating himself, he wanted to 
get better at the game. He wanted 
to play college and he wants to go 
beyond college and play."
Shawn’s aspirations eventually 
led him to Bishop O ’Dowd High 
School. But in his senior year, just
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Senior guard Shawn Lewis averaged 15 .2  poina per game last season, tied for first on the team with forward David Hanson.
a few months away from gradua- Bishop O ’Dowd advanced to the 
tion, Shawn hadn’t landed a schol- Northern California Division III 
arship and was still looking for a Championship versus Acalanes- 
college to play for. Lafayette, a team that blew them
A pivotal moment in Shawn’s out, 6 0 -4 3 , a few weeks prior, 
basketball career came when Shawn seized the opportunity.
in what could have been his last 
game o f the season or even his 
career, and erupted, scoring 27 
points to lead Bishop O ’Dowd to
see Leuns, page 39
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Lewis
continued from  page 3 8
a 55-51 victory.
Shawn, who embraced his fa­
ther on court after the victory, said 
it was the highlight o f his career.
“My dad has never missed a game 
my entire life,” Shawn said. “Him 
being there all the time eases my 
mind during the game just knowing 
I have that support. He was sitting 
right behind the bench that game, 
and it was a great feeling to turn to 
him after we won.”
Kermit said it was his proudest 
moment as a father to watch Shawn 
play that day.
“It was the highlight o f my life,” 
Kermit said. “To see your child actual­
ly excel like that. You watch, you hope 
and you pray to actually be there and 
experience that. To have him come 
and give me a big hug after the game, 
and having everyone excited for him, 
it was a wonderful feeling.”
•' T hat game would not only pro­
pel Shawn into the State Cham pi­
onships but also into the eyes o f 
Cal Poly’s coaching staff.
Cal Poly had not even seen 
Shawn play in person. What drew 
Cal Poly to Shawn was the video­
tape o f his explosive game against 
Acalanes-Lafayette.
Shawn has averaged 10.3 
points per game while shooting 
37 percent from the 3-point line 
during his four years at Cal Poly.
He was selected to the Big West 
All-Freshman team, was third on the 
team in scoring his sophomore year 
with 11.7 points per game and was 
second on the team in scoring his ju­
nior year with 11.8 points per game.
Shawn, the only senior on the 
team, said crossing' the 1,000 
point barrier was one o f his best 
individual accomplishments.
“It feels really good to know I 
reached that mark,” Shawn said. 
“I feel proud o f myself."
E ditor’s note: This story was origT  
naily published Jan . 11, 2011. t
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Men's basketball guard
Abel
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while being able to complete his 
degree at DC Davis after returning 
home after wrestling season.
In mid-June, Abel setded on Cal 
Poly only to find more problems. Due 
to a credit-transfer issue, Abel sifted 
through more paperwork for an NCAA 
waiver allowing him to compete.
“I was sure something was go­
ing to work out, but it was a lot 
o f  stress," Abel said. “There were 
times when I thought, ‘You know 
what, what’s gonna happen is gon­
na happen.’"
Finally, in August, the day o f  
relief arrived. Abel was adm itted' 
to Cal Poly: the Aggie became a 
Mustang. . '  ~ '
The journey aged Abel, to say 
the least.
“Barrett is the youngest grandpa 
I’ve ever met,” heavyweight Atticus 
Disney said.
Ih e  wear and tear throughout the 
last year has been rough, Abel said.
“W ith everything I ’ve been 
through with the transfer, I really 
want to do well; so I’m not as light­
hearted as I could be or should be," 
Abel said.
Emerging from five months o f 
uncertainty, Abel found himself 
entering an unfamiliar wrestling 
room. W ith leaders already estab­
lished and tested, Abel took a back 
scat in practice.
“I would rather let my work 
ethic and results speak for them­
selves," Abel said. “It would be great 
if  I won all the time, but my hope is 
that when it all starts paying off for 
me in the end, people can look back 
and say, ‘That’s how it’s done.’”
Abel has focused on leading by 
.example. He became, in some ways,
a philosopher wrestler. On trips, 
Abel buries himself in hooks and is 
leafing his way through Sun Tzu’s 
“The Art o f War” to better himself 
on a mental level, he said.
“It’s not directly applicable to 
wrestling or sports, but there is a lot 
o f gotni stuff in there," Abel said. 
“It’s a lot more like strategizing and 
focusing on the task at hand. I think 
wrestling is a sport that’s more intro­
spective than people realize.”
Focusing on the ultimate objec­
tive, an NCAA title, combined with 
a dogged attitude has brought Abel 
past the 20-win mark this season 
less than a month away from a re­
turn to the Pac-10 championships. 
Only this time he will don a differ- 
ent^unifbrm and fitcc suffer compe- 
tition, includli^ No. 2 Adam Hall 
o f Boise State and No. ,4 Bubba Jen­
kins o f Arizoaa State.
Whatever happens, ^ e l  knows 
spring breaks will bring much 
needed rest from a year o f  hectic 
scrambling on and off the mat. At 
that time, his fiunily will make a 
trip south to the small fishing vil­
lage o f La Paz, Mexico, and he’s 
the first to admit it won’t be your 
typical Mexican spring break.
“I want to be close to fiunily for 
a little bit and reassessing what 1 
want and where I want to be," Abel 
said. ^  ►:
Prom theie, Abel will take his 
truck, which now sports dueling 
Cal Poly and UC Davis stickers, 
north and complete his degree in 
economics as was the plan from the 
surt.
“I don’t exactly know what is 
next,” Abel said. “I ’m trying to 
leave my options open and be as 
prepared as I can." '
E ditor’s note: This story was origi- 
nally published Feb. 8, 2011.
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